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Vice President Al Gore to Address Student Body Today 
By J ENNJn; R CUMMINGS 
Hilhop Staff Wriler 
Vice President Al Gore, the 
Democratic nominee for president, 
will address s1uden1s and facuhy a1 
Howard University this morning, as 
he wraps up a week of campaigning 
that highlighted education issues. 
hopeful will make a slop here 10 
derail a set of higher education ini-
tiatives, event organizers ,aid. 
This week Gore visited a number 
of primary, secondary, and high 
schools in Cincinnati, Boston, and 
New Hampshire 10 promote a string 
of education initiatives 1ha1 would 
bolster test scores in public schools 
and increase school funding. 
Howard is the only college he chose 
to visit this week. 
bringing more technology 10 the 
classrooms. Gore has also commit-
ted himself 10 decreasing wha1 he 
calls "'the education gap" which cre-
mes an academic glass ceiling for cit-
izens who cannot afford the cost of 
higher education. 
tion," said spokesman for the Gore 
campaign, Carole Brazil. Brazil said 
1hat Gore bas his reasons for choos-
ing Howard for his collegiate visit. 
Just weeks ago Gore was scheduled 
to address the student body at the 
University of Maryland, College 
Park. 
importance of their role in our 
American society. There is also 
symbolic and historical importance 
as many of our nation's past and pre-
sent leaders have spoken on 1he cam-
pus," Brazil said. 
The event is se1 10 begin at 9:30 
a.m. in Cramton. Event officials 
expect more than 1,500 srndenls 10 
auend the rally. 
As a part of the "Gore-Liebetman 
2000: Investing in Education" Town 
Hall meeting series, the Presidential 
During Gore·s town hall meet-
ings, he has asserted his commit-
ment 10 improving standards, 
increasing safety, discipline, and 
"The Vice President undersrands 
the importance of addressing the 
issues of young people. He under-
stands your concerns. During his 
visit 10 Howard's campus, he wi II 
discuss education and making col-
lege more affordable for all people. 
He will address studem Joans and 
lowering the costs of higher educa-
··He understands that Howard is 
one of the best institutions in the 
nation and while not ignoring the 
imponance of speaking al an HBCU, 
he also understands that the Howard 
University student body is a well 
educated, well informed populace 
who understand and know the 
Anucipa1ion forroday's event was 
fell on campus throughout the week. 
The Howard University chapter of 
the College Democrats of America 
paimed signs, distributed niers, con-
ducted dorm sweeps, and made 
appearances on the yard announcing 
Pleau See GORE, AJ 
Vice President Al Gore 
Study 
Denounces 
LSAT 
By DFJ\NNA SIUWFlllLO 
The Daily Cougar 
(U-WIRE) HOUSTON - Law schools 
within the United Stares have been consis-
temly admiuing smaller percentages of 
minorities in comparison 10 white applicants 
witl1 the same grade-point a,-erages because 
of the alleged misuse of 1he Law School 
Admission 11:st, one study says. 
"Students of color, primarily African-
American students, have a significantly lower 
admission rare, e,oen with affirmative action," 
said William Kidder, a researcher who con-
ducted the study for Testing for the Public, an 
educational research organization in Berke-
ley, Calif. 
Kidder's findings show the cumulative 
acceptance rate is 72 percent for Anglo-
Americans, 46 percent for African-Ameri-
cans, 61 percent for Chicanos, 60 percem for 
Hispanics, 69 percent for A~ian-Americans 
and 6~ ixrcenl for Native-AmetiC:thS, 
The LSAT or the "higher education poll 
tax" disadvantages minorities because it 
excludes otherwise qualified minority stu-
dents, Kidder said. 
Students with diverse backgrounds are 
often penalized through /lawed or biased 
questions, he said. On one particular test 
question, applicants were rewarded for 
assuming that women and minorities were 
less qualified, Kidder said. 
Kidder argues that the method for remov-
ing the biased questions is a primary con-
tributor because the 1es1 presumes overall 
fairness. This in turn leaves biased questions 
on the test unchanged. 
"His argument is that the LSAT is unfair 
to minorities, bur it's unfair 10 a l01 of peo-
ple. II only rewards school 1es1-1aking," said 
Michael Olivas, Universi1y of Houston law 
professor. '"The problem's worse than he 
says. Now the region's passed a rule where 
we can't use race a1 all in the admission 
process. (UH) may overlook talented minori-
ties," he said 
The Law School Admission Council has 
been making efforts 10 protect students from 
misuse of the LSAT. However, the rules have 
nor been enforced for those who violate the 
policies, Kidder said. 
The law schools' preoccupation with 
securing a favorable position in the U.S. 
News and World Report rankings. which are 
largely decided by LSAT scores. create an 
environment ripe for abuse, he said. 
"ii shows how well you do on a 1es1 on any 
given Saturday afternoon. l think that 1es1-
taking experience distinguishes Anglo stu-
dents from minorities. There are strategies. 
Minorities have less access 10 resources and 
they ha,-e not done well historically,'' Olivas 
said. 
"We will not roll over, play dead and act like this didn't happen. 
If our leaders won't break the silence on police brutality, we will" 
TED WILLIAMS, Attorney for Prince Jones' family 
Pholo by 01,ooro Ande"""' 
1'm stude-nts embrace nnr-r a memoriul ~nice ror Prince Jone. hr-Id in Audrtw Rankin M,morial Chapel o,l \Wdn~f\). 
Remembering a 'Soldier' 
As Investigation into the death of Prince Jones Picks Up, 
Vigils, Memorials, and Protests Continue 
By J ENNIFER CUM~IINGS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Nearly 200 Howard University sru-
dents protested outside the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice Wednesday, denouncing 
police brutality, racial profiling and 
demanding the resignation of Prince 
George's County Police Chief, John S. 
Farrell. 
II was the latest in a series of p1'01es1s. 
memorials and vigils held in response 
10 the death of Howard student Prince 
C, Jones, who was shot and killed in 
Fairfax County by Carhon Jones. an 
undercover Prince George's County 
police officer. 
The two were not related. 
Wednesday's protest was spearl1ead-
ed by the Howard University S1udenr 
Association. TI1ere was also a memor-
ial service dedicated 10 Jones on the 
same day in Rankin Memorial Chapel. 
"We will not roll over, play dead and 
act like this didn't happen. If our lead-
ers won't break the silence on police 
brutality, we will," said Tod William,. 
auorney for Prince Jones' family a1 the 
pro1es1 Wednesday. "We will stay here 
as long as we have 10 and for as long as 
there is injustice tliat goe.~ unpunished," 
Williams said. 
Williams and students prorested 
recent reports that the Fairfax coumy 
The Hilltop Today 
Sports~ek 
The Bison fell to the 
Hampton Pirates last 
week, 24-26. 
81 
Life&Style 
We review E. Lynn 
Harris's New Novel, 
"Abide With Me." 
84 
prosecutor has evidence that Prince 
Jones rammed the officers Montero 
Sport Utility vehicle twice and that 
Prince Jones was about 10 ram the car 
a third rime and then the officer opened 
fire, emptying his gun into the car. 
Prince George's Coumy police offi-
cials were reluc1an't to give an account 
of the shooting two weeks ago when 
Carlton Jone, followed Prince Jones 
from Prince George's County through 
the District and into the Se,-en Corners 
area of Fairfax Coun1y. 
"Prince Jones was a soldier, an 
ambassador and a jewel of Howard 
Please See JONES, AJ 
City 
We talce a look at 
the Black Family 
Reunion on the 
Mall. 
A4 
Assembly 
Puts Off Vote 
OnHUSA 
Budget 
By J tNNtFER CUMMINGS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The General Assembly failed to vote on the 
2000-2001 Howard University Student Association 
budget during an emergency meeting September 
7. The meeting came months after the Assembly 
failed to reach quorum three consecutive limes last 
Spring. 
However, after two hours of deliberations, the 
General As.,embly wted 16-1 10 suspend voting on 
the budget until a committee is assembled. The 
comminee ,vould comprise of Assembly members 
and HUSA's new Financial Advisor. Lee Taggert. 
The budget comminee met Thursday 10 revise 
and resubmit 
the budget The Ticker 
for review 
September 
20 at rite 
General 
Assembly's 
regularly 
scheduled 
meeting. 
The Gen-
eral Assem-
bly also 
voted 10 
approve nine 
HUSA ,raff 
members. 
The staff 
members 
approved 
w e r e 
Antwan 
Brown, 
Chief of 
Staff; Lee 
Members not in Attendance at the 
September 7 meetin,g 
Colle~e of Enrin«rine Archilcc-
turc and Computer Sc-iences 
~'. Sl ·c 
Aklulah John.,on 
Colle:ae of Pharmac\' Nuoina and 
Allied Health 
O ",I B•il, 
l J ·"'-
School of DenlistrY 
Sean Bullard 
Corbet Ellison 
School of Busine$S 
Re !I n·i 
Bn. McDor.ild 
S"urc.·t: HUSA 
Thggert, Financial Advisor; Erica Hubbard Pro-
grams Director; Emca Dotson, Public Relations 
Director; Norkia Baker, Community Outreach 
Director; Karnil Hazel, Volunteer Coordinator; 
Robyn Walker, Executive Secretary; and Stephanie 
Brown, Recording Secretary. 
While the HUSA staff received approval, 
Assembly members motioned to postpone the 
approval of the $98,000 budget that would allow 
the staff members 10 receive stipends for the first 
time in months. 
"My staff was approved and that validates their 
actions as ,vell as mine over the summer," Simmons 
said referring to the events they planned for the 
school year. "But any changes that they wish to 
make 10 our wages and programs will be resisted. 
I am commiued 10 staying true 10 the platform 
under which I ran and if the Genernl Assembly tries 
10 go against my vision, I wi ll resist it." 
The budget was :1lso not ratified because it 
failed 10 listand specify the use of funds for HUSA 
programs, Assembly members said. Members 
called for an iremitation of the budget. 
The budget did not allocate funds for the upkeep 
of the HUSA office. The budget did not provide 
for such office supplies as paper clips and paper. 
Assembly members suggested that provisions be 
made for other programs that may come up 
throughout this academic year and they raised 
questions about the executive budget, which 
includes stipends for the HUSA employees. 
Once the budget is approved, HUSA has 10 pay 
back a loan from the Office of Studem Life and 
Activities. During the summer, HUSA borrowed 
money 10 pay employees who worked on pro-
grams. 
Another issue members discussed was a claim 
that the proposed budget was unreflective of 
HUSA's current platform and goals. General 
Assembly memhel"$'were confused by tl1e proposed 
budget's allocation of more funds 10 the movie 
series than 10 the community outreach programs 
and Legacy Lecture series combined. Members 
argued that HUSA's vision was to enlighten and 
Plea.re See HUSA, A2 
A2 
Campus 
Photo hy Ju.-.on T Smitl1 
Simone Cook. n co-host of \ VHBC's"llounce Hour:· spins rceordsfor theday'-i!\hO\\. !\lore students in thedomu"ill b,rablc lo 
11',len to the student•nlll radio slation thanks to nx.,;111 lcthnolQIO' upgr-Jdcs. 
WHBC Pumps Up the Volume 
Music Reaches Dorms Thanks to New Transmitters 
By NlQU.\NOA B ROWN 
Hill1op Staff Wri1er 
Jusl walking 1hrough 1he base-
men, of 1he School of Communi-
cation, s1udcn1s hear 1he la1est in 
reggae. R&B, and hip-hop every 
day. 
The music docs no1 come from 
wi1hi11 1he walls of 1he bui lding. h 
comes from WHBC 830 am. 
Howard's s1udcn1 run radio srn1ion. 
The s1mion has remained a ,rain-
ing ground for radio disc jockeys. 
engineers. and general mangers for 
more 1han 25 years. 
Now. more s1uden1s will be able 10 
hear WHBC 1han ever before. 
Thanks 10 10 frequency 1ransmi1-
1ers purchased over the summer by 
Jhe s1.uion. WHBC will have a "g-
nal slrong enough 10 reach all 
dorms. station officia1s said. 
"In ordertocomple1e ourques110 
improve 1he signal. 1hc 1ransmi1-
ters wi ll allow WHBC 10 broadcas1 
in specific areas:· ,aid Mahblella 
Gr.ml. general managerofWHBC. 
WHBC can be heard in Drew 
Hall. 1he Quad. Carver. and Merid-
ian Halls. 
Gran1 said wi1hin 1wo-mon1hs 
WHBC wi ll be able 10 broadcast in 
lhe Easl and Wesl 1hwers. Cook 
Hall. Slowe. and 1hc Blackburn 
Cenler. 
"We want WHBC to be 1he prime 
radio stmion especially for Howard 
s1uden1s because 1his s1a1ion is for 
1hem:· Progmm Direc1or Kyle Mur-
dock said. 
Slation officials are planning 10 
increase ralings and knowledge 
about WHBC by hos1ing more 
"Free-style" Fridays. an amateur 
rap compe1ition. and lislening par-
ties in lhe Punchoul. 
"We are 1rying 10 lock down 1he 
mm~ic on campus:· Grant said. 
"This year we will he playing CD, 
on air before 1hey come ou1." 
The s1a1ion abo received a new 
swi1chboard and two new compul-
ers from 1he R&B Stalion WHUR 
(96.3)-which broadcasls li ve from 
1he School of Communical ion 
everyday. 
Gr.int said 1he srntion plans 10 do 
more ar1i,1 interview,. CD and T-
shirt giveaways. week!} C\'Cnls, and 
ho,1 frequenl panels abou1 mu,ic 
en1er1ainme111. 
Gran1 said 1ha11he srn1ion·, music 
differs from main,1ream ,tmiom,. 
"If you were 10 lislen in an hour. 
you would hear anything from Slum 
Village and Jill Scoll to Jay Zand 
Dr. Dre," Gram said. 
The mdio ,1a1ion ha., also changed 
iis appearance. The ,1a1ion·s walls 
are decormed wilh po,1ers of Jay-2. 
DMX. and others. 
"We pu1' up n1ore poster, so 1ha1 
WHBC will be pre,enlell a, a rndio 
station that sll\dcnts w9uh.l want to 
hang ou1 a1." Kyle said. 
WHBC can be heard from 8 a.m. 
10 11 p.m. Monday 1hrough Friday. 
HUSA Budget Remains Unapproved 
From HUSA, Al 
educa1e. 1101 simply to en1eriain. 
"When do you plan 10 do 1hings 
1ha1 ac1ually coincide wi1h your pla1-
form?" asked La1ricia Simpson. a 
School of Communica1ions repre-
sen1:11ive. " I thoughl 1h:11 ,1uden1s 
were supposed 10 be gelling a belier 
underslanding of H USA. ,o I hat 1hey 
know whm's going on. ,o !lull you 
will address 1heir concerns:· Simp-
son said. 
Simmons said 1he Fannie Mae 
Company. Prince Chari1ie, for com-
munity outre.ich. a local organiLation 
and 1he Dean·s office for 1he College 
of Am and Sciences are going 10 
fund HUS..Xs communi1y omreach 
and lec1ure programs. 
Northern Trust ts ..lll .1b0u1 Class. from our o:>mrrvtmem :o ou~ clients to t~o doptn ,md brcodth of our career development 
tmc-<S for oc..r oev.-esl empl(lyees Frid out how ,·.o CJ.n m:1x1m1z~ your lull care-er ::>oten,ial \'1"en you be-come a memoer of 
om Of ou· De\'010pmen1 P,ograms ,n 
Corporate & Institutional Services 
Summer Interns 
What's cominB up? 
Wednesday, September 20th 
Speaker's Bureau 
4:30-6:30 • School of Business Auditorium 
2nd Floor 
For m0<e W'l'otmat():-i about Northern Trus.i. these Clevelopment ptograms ond career events 
v1srt our web site at 
www.northerntrust.com/oncampus 
Nortner, Trusi offers competitive salanes. 1rl-<fepth uoin\ng, and exceptional bciieri-:s 
m a pro'oss1onat1y encouraging work OO\'I onment 
Northorn Trust 
Attn: VG/College Relallons 
50 S. LaSalle St., M-5 
Chicago, IL 60675 • Fax: 312-557-2734 
E-mail: lg18@ntrs.com 
Northern Trust Is an ~ual Opportunity Employtr committed to a diverse workplace. 
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New Provost Dispels Myths 
About Freshman Class 
By N1QUANl>A BROWN 
Hill1op S1aff Wri1er 
In1erim Provos1 and Chief Acad-
emic Officer Don Coleman wanls 
10 se1 1he record ,1raigh1. 
"There were no special privi lcges 
implemen1ed 10 acconunodaie 1his 
year's freshmen class." he said. 
Since school began. rumors have 
swirled as to 1he cause of 1he large 
number of .iudents in 1he class of 
2004. 
S111den1s have said 1he freshman 
class of aboul 1.400 s1uden1s is 
immense because of a new pro-
gram thai gmnls applicanls who do 
nol mee1 Howard's general .1dmis-
sion requiremen1, enlrance if 1hey 
auend a new freshmen ,ummer pro-
gram. The s1Uden1s are lhen placed 
on academic proba1ion 10 s1an 1he 
)ear. 
Coleman said no such progr-.un 
exists. 
"S1uden1s were admiued on lhe 
ba;is of 1heir SAT score,:· he said. 
"The arrival of so many freshmen 
1his year is due 10 this year's 
increasing effon in recruiling 1he 
best , 1udenis," 
"We had a 101 of people working 
wi1h the Un iversi1y including 
dean,. faculty members. lhe prcsi-
dem. and olher adminisira1ors 10 
help recruil 1hi, year," Coleman 
,aid. " We ,el up one-on-one per-
,omll call , and interviews in an 
effort 10 go after 1he bes1 s1uden1s 
and according 101he ,1andard indi-
ca1ors. we have one of 1he bes, 
cla"cs in 1hc coun1ry ... 
HUSABeat 
Count..") ol lhe OffK.-c of the Pr{nthl 
lnterim Prmoo and Chief ,\ endemic 
Officcu Oon Colt>mcn 
Rumors aho circul;11ed 1ha1 
Howard IQwered ii- required grade 
poinl average for the incoming 
freshman. 
Coleman dispelled 1ha1 rumor 
also. 
"University requiremen1, for 
admission ha, remained 1he ,ame:· 
he said. 
The median g.p.a for incoming 
freshmen is 3.2 and the average 
SAT was 1050. admi"ion officials 
said. 
Since he 100!.. over for pro\'0sl 
An1oine Garibaldi- who acccp1cd 
a job wi1h Educalional Testing Scr-
vice,-a prominenl 1e,1ing :1gency-
in June. Coleman ,aid he has been 
working diligeml> 10 make Howard 
more 1cchnologically advanced. 
"I plan 10 main1ain 1he high ,1an-
c.ford, 1ha1 1hc Universlly is l..nown 
for. specilically Joward improving 
on some of 1he service ,y,1ems," 
Coleman said. "We are 1rying lodo 
every1hing 111 an au1oma1ed fash-
ion," 
Cole1m1n said improvement'- in 
compuler 1echnology would allow 
Howard U11i vers11y slUdenl\ 10 
become validated wi1hou1 wailing 
in long lines. 
Coleman has been affi liated wilh 
Howard for 29 years. He has ,-crved 
a, associale provo,1 { 1997-2000). 
chair of 1he Syslcrns and Compu1-
er Sciences Deparunenl in 1hc Col-
lege of Engineering. Archi1ecture 
and Compu1er Science\ (198 1-
1997). and a profe,sor of comput-
er ~iences. 
He earned his doc1oral degree 
from 1he Univer,ity of Michigan in 
electrical engineering in I 971. He 
received lhe bachclor\(I 960) and 
ma,1er's degree,( 1965) fiorn 1he 
Unive"i1y of Michigan also. 
As chair of 1hc Syslems and Com-
pu1er Science, Depar1mcnt. Cole-
man said he c.Je,elopcd a gradua1e 
degree program 111 large-,cale ·sys-
1em, engineering app lica1ions. 
in,e,1iga1ed research and develop-
menl con1rac1, in 1hc area, of com-
pmers ,y,1em, and eng ineering 
educa1ion. Coleman also direc1ed 
1he implemenlation of lhe fi r,1 
accredi1cd u11dergradua1e comput-
er science program al a His1orical-
l)' Black College or Uni\'eNIY and 
helpcdc,1abli,h many research cen-
1ers. one of which i, Jhe Howard 
Univer,ity Fu1ure Aerospace Tech-
nology Ccnlcr. 
Committee Meets to Discuss 2000-2001 Budget 
A commillee comprised of Gen-
eral Assembly members and 
HUSIX, linancial advisor mel 
Wednesday to discu" and review 
HUS1':, $98.000 2000-2001 bud-
} ~ .·· 
_',,,, ,, .. 
... ~.-~, ... -_.,., 
. ),".,. ~ 
'. '/. '_"'.' . 
. . . 
gel I hat fa iled 10 be VOied on :11 
la,1 Thursday's emergency meel-
ing. The budge1 i, s1ill under 
review. 
\'Cne m 1heir regularly scheduled 
mon1hly mee1ing on Seplember 
20 10 delibera1c and vo1e on 1he 
re-,ubm1lled budgc1. 
The General A"embly will con- ·•Je1111ifer C11111111i11K,f 
. .; . . ~· ; ' . ' :;, . . ; '._ 
1~ •. ~ a :~ ,;ti, ~: ~ • - . ,. 
. . . ' - . . ~ . ~ ' 
I work fo r J.P. :\loq!all . 
Please plan lo auend our analysl panel 
for Howard s1udents mteresled In: 
- Investment Banking 
- lnveslment Managemen1 1Pnvate Banking 
- Internal Consullmg Serv,ces 
- Markels 
Tht1rsday, Seplember 21 
5 30-7:00 pm 
Tho Blackburn Un,verSoly Sludem Center Galle ry 
All majors welcome 
www.jpmorgan.com,'careers 
J.P. Morgan is an equal opportun;t.,. en:.,ta,.·er. 
Jl1 ;\lorgan 
-------- ----- -------------------------------------------------------------991 
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Voices 
c views 
What do you think about the 
shooting-death of Howard 
student Prince Jones? 
'"As far as Prince 
Jones is concerned. I 
think 1hn1 1he incident 
is very rragic and ir 
should be a wake up 
call for u, as young 
black people. The foci 
that ir was a black 
police officer just adds 
more fuel 10 1he fire.'' 
--Nirlro/e Kirtle); Sopho-
11101'(' lmenwtional Bmi-
...,_=..._,....,u.,..:..,a m·.u major 
"h wa1.; unfor1unate 
char II happened 
bec.1usc it could 
have hecn me or any 
of us:· 
--N,lu Ocloe. Senior 
Ero,wmifs major 
"Black males espe• 
cially have to be 
careful and aware 
because rhis unforJu-
nate situarion can 
happen 10 any of 
us;· 
--Jeltmi C{)()pe,; Senior 
Eco11omirJ major 
--Compiled by Karleen Rov 
CAMPUS A3 
Swygert Exp~ Anger Over Jones Shooting at Memorial 
By .}F.'1"fF.R CUMMINGS 
Hillrop Scaff Writer 
An ,enraged President 
Swygert addressed the sad-
dened crowd UI a memorial 
for Prince Jones in front of 
Douglass Hall last Friday. 
"Enough is enough.'' 
Swygerr said ... If I sound 
angry. it's hecause I am 
angry. We need 10 demand 
that all of God's children be 
treated like God's chil~ren. 
No more will we hang our 
Oag at half masc on a Friday 
afternoon. Enough is more 
than enough." 
Hundreds of students 
garhercd on the sreps of 
Douglass Hall 10 join Pres-
ident Swygert. the Howard 
University Student Associ-
ation, and family members 
Vice President Al Gore 
Speaks on Campus Today 
at noon to pay homage to 
deceased Howard student 
Prince Jones who died Sept. 
2 as a result of gun ,hor 
wounds inflicted by a 
Prince George's Counry 
police officer. Jones wa, 25. 
Emotionally charged 
remarks were al'° delivere,J 
by Jones· friend .1nd 
Howard alumnus Brnndon 
While who spoke of Jones 
F~om GORE, Al 
today's event. 
However. while rhe College 
Democrats enthusiasrically pre-
pared signs and posters for today's 
event, another group distributed 
niers headlined "Ignore Gore." 
This unidentified student group 
has encouraged students to show 
rheir lack of support for today·s 
event by joining "other Howard 
i>tudcnts in making presidential 
candid.lie AJ Gore aware of the 
black community's concerns on 
the is,ue of police bruralitylmur• 
der:· one Oier read. 
as a God-fearing man who 
always tried 10 belier him-
self :md those around him. 
"The gravestone in the 
cemetery may S,ilY March 
30. 1975-Seprember 2. 
2000. but rhe gravesrone in 
my heart reads March 30. 
1975-to be continued.'' said 
White. 
Ronnie Hysten. Mr. 
Howard University. spoke 
of Jones as nor only having 
played the role as a friend. 
but as a brother and mentor. 
He s.iid Jones pushed for his 
fe llow students to become 
more involved and caught 
many 1ha1 "school is rm1 
just an opportuniry to get a 
degree, bu1 a clrnnce to 
make a significant differ-
ence." · 
HUSA President Sellano 
Simmons urged the com-
111uni1y 10 do more. 
'1hday is a day for Prince. 
We wi II do more. bur rhis is 
his day. Anger is 1101 
enough. Fear i:-. not enough. 
We will do more:· 
Drew Hall Lullaby 
Students in Drew Hall practice on the dorm ·s 
new Baby Grand piano (left). Jl1e Tubman 
Quadrangle alw has a new piano. University 
officials said they hoped the pianos would be 
used as programming tools in the freshmen 
Memorial, Protests 
Held for Prince Jones 
From JONES, Al 
Universiry. It could have been any one of us:· said HUSA Pres• 
idem SellanoSimmonsar the event. "No more will we accept this. 
We vored rhcm in and we wi II use the power of our vore 10 get 
rid of them just as easil): We wi II not ignore injustice nor will we 
allow i1 to happen again. We wi ll 1101 srop the fight.'' Simmons 
snid. 
JOIN. US AT THE 23rd ANNUAL 
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL 
SCHOOL FAIR 
Protesters also heard from others. including Prince 
Georges County NAACP Representative Edith Hall who rallied 
for even more support and acrion from Howard student,. "The 
Prince Georges County police department is responsible for 13 
lives in 1he past 12 mon1h,. You are our chi ldren. They are killing 
our children and you are our future:· Hall said. "Without you. 
we have no future. We are behind you so get involved. make a 
difference and put all your energy into fighting rhis battle. We 
will nor abandon rhis ,rruggle.'' 
Wcdensday proresi was the second wirhing days by Howard 
Students. Friday. President Swygert and student leaders held a 
relly in front of Douglas Hall lo celebrate 1hclife of Prince Jones. 
The Universiry also held a memorial ,crvice for Prince a1 1he 
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel Wednesday night. President 
Swygert announced that Univerisyt is going 10 give Prince Jones 
a posthumos bachelors degree and a scholarship 10 his I 0-monlh 
old- daughrer when she anends college. 
To report for Campus, Call 806-6867 
Monday Sept. 25 (Grad Day) 
Tuesday Sept. 26 (Law Day) 
2:00-7:30 pm 
The George Washington University 
Smith Center 
22 and G Stroot, N'.CJ 
Foggy Bottom/GWU Metro 
Panel Discussions: 
1Sn~o,, i -i 45 pm 1r; 6 00 on ,•.:act, cl.;,;; 
Applying to Graduate & Law Sc.J1oul • 
Fmancmg Gradu te & 1 ~w Sch 101 • 
For more information. call {202) 994-FAIR or visit 
our website atwww.gwu.edu/-gradfair 
ty . ,.. ' • 
• I '...,. 'y • 
1•1,..,.,1 
,,., I A, a.lle ... lM -'-"r..u., If~ •"1-•'l'~••l,.,..W....,-...,._t.f 
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Take a study break, bring your friends 
and check out the Smithsonian's 
National Museum of African Art . 
• 
...J 
r • • 
---~-.... ~ 
Wednesday, September 20, 2000 
6:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
Free international food and entertainment 
+ Drum with Joseph Ngwa, 
a master drummer from Cameroon 
who's been drumming "since birth" 
+ Henna decorating 
+ Storytelling 
+ Learn African dancing, drumming 
and head wrapping 
+ African fashions 
+ Behind-the-scenes tours 
+ Find out about Smithsonian 
internships and careers 
+ Door prizes 
•l· Student ID required 
'"' Sn1ithsonian 
~~ Nationn1 A111se11111 of.Africa,1 Art 
950 Independence Avenue, SW 
Take Metro to the Smithsonian station. 
(202) 357-4600 ext. 291 (202) 357~4814 TTY 
A4 
City Briefs 
Even 
Rape Crisis Center In Need of Volunteers 
The DC Rape Crisis Center will hold volunteer 
training next week. The srisis center is a non prof-
it organization committed to helping survivors of 
sexual assault, rape, and childhood sexual abuse. 
The DCRCC is looking for hotline counselors 
and advocates. Women of color and women with 
open daytime hours are especially encouraged to 
apply 
Training to become a counselor requires a 65 
hour training class which meets on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 6:30-9:30 p.m. and on two Sat-
urdays. 
The next training class begins on September 19 
and concludes on November 16. 
For more information, please call Jeanette Cap 
at (202)232-0789. 
Museum of African Art College Night 
The Smithsonian Museum of African Art is 
sponsoring its flfst ever college night on Wednes-
day, Sept. 20. from 6-9 p.m. 
The Museum will offer free African food and 
entertainment and admission is free with a valid 
student ID. 
Scheduled events for the evening include a 
Nigerian band, African dancing, drumming 
demonstrations, and henna body painting. 
Also, the museum will offer behind the scenes 
tours and provide information about available 
internship opportunities and careers in the muse-
um industry. 
The Museum of African Art is located behind 
the Smithsonian Castle on Independence Avenue. 
Take the Metro Orange or Blue line to the Smith- . 
sonian stop. 
For more information, contact the museum at 
(202)357-4600 ext. 291. 
Pr. George's Policeman 
Indicted for '99 Shooting 
Brian C. Catlett, a Prince George's County 
police officer, was indicted Sept. 8, for the fatal 
shooting of an unarmed Lanham man last Novem-
ber. 
Catlett was indicted by a grand jury on charges 
of voluntary manslaughter and reckless endan-
germent, for the death of 19 year-old Gary Albert 
Hopkins, Jr. Catlett killed Hopkins with one gun 
shot wound to the chest. 
--Compiled by Lauren Anderson 
; 
• 
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eun1on a ' mas ' 
By BRAKKTON BOOKER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The sun beat down relentlessly on the 
back of Howard sophomore computer sci-
ence major Jared Guilliod last Saturday 
afternoon. 
As Guilliod was met and engulfed by a 
myriad of people, eclectic mixtures of 
Caribbean, African, and pop music filled 
the air. 
Guilliod was one of thousands that 
attended the 15th annual Black Family 
Reunion, last Saturday and Sunday on the 
mall. The event was hosted by the Nation-
al Council of Negro Women and featured 
local radio station, WPGC. 
to raise child." 
"Family is more than just brother, sister, 
mother, father," Haley said. "There were no 
limitations. It was a full weekend with lots 
of activities." 
"People came out for a good cause," Guil-
liod said. "It was great the reunion had 
AIDS awareness and blood pressure 
screening booths to help those in need." 
The radio station played ·a duel role in 
broadcasting live from the event as well as 
continuing their "Stop the Violence" cam-
paign. The station also featured their new 
promotion, "Books Instead of Guns." Lis-
teners were urged to donate any books that 
were not being used and in turn were given 
away to anyone who attended the affair. 
"We want to keep children occupied so 
they will stay out of trouble," said the pro-
motional director for WPGC, Renie Hale. 
The festival spotlighted face painting, 
story telling, free blood pressure and cho-
lesterol screenings along with dancing and 
simple relaxing on the lawn. It was a cele-
bration of the history, culture, and heritage 
of African-Americans, not individually, 
but as a collective family unit. 
To end the first day of the event, on Sat-
urday evening a large crowd gathered at the 
main stage. The crowd erupted as headlin-
ers Tyrese, Chante Moore, and Eric Benet 
took the stage and belted their chart-top-
ping hits. 
Photo by Jazelle Bellavance 
A girl gets her arm painted at the booth set up by the National Council of Negro Women, last 
Saturday at the Black Family Reunion. 
Shiba Freeman Haley, the event coordi-
nator and Howard alumnus, said she 
thought the reunion went well. 
Haley said she was happy to see so many 
people at the family reunion, referring to 
the old African proverb, "it takes a village 
Profile 
"I love the family reunion," said Big Tig-
ger, a radio disk jockey for WPGC. "It's 
cool anytime you can get Black people 
together with the family and mingle with 
our own." 
While the reunion provided a fun, excit-
ing atmosphere with free .entertainment. 
one of the greatest accomplishments of the 
reunion was the peacefulness. 
"It's great that we can come out and 
demonstrate and not act up," Big Tigger 
said. 
At the end of the day, Hale was able to 
sum up the general opinion of the crowd in 
a few words, "It was a smash." 
I 
rganization Spre ope to Communi 
By TINA MARIE MARTINEZ 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Do you know where you will 
sleep tonight? Do you have soap 
and water? Do you have clothes to 
wear? 
To most Howard Students, these 
questions can be easily answered. 
Yet, for a homeless family, these 
questions may never be definite. 
Community of Hope, a non-
profit neighborhood development 
organization, helps the homeless 
find an answer to those questions. 
Hope has been providing sup-
• j 
portive services for those in need 
for over 20 years. 
The Community of Hope thrives 
because of dedicated individuals 
who provide their time for a great 
cause. The center has two loca-
tions located extremely close to 
the Howard University campus. 
The first location is on 14th and 
Belmont St. and the second is on 
14th and Girard St., both are in 
walking distance of Howard. 
The establishment's main areas 
of focus are to provide transition-
al housing for homeless families, 
education and family health care. 
To reach their goals, the center 
offers a health clinic with a full 
range of medical services to unin-
sured or low-inco,ne families and 
individuals, including assistance 
for HIV/AIDS patients and preg-
nant wo1nen. 
The Community of Hope seeks 
to equip people with necessary 
skills to rise from physical, edu-
cational and spiritual poverty by 
offering classes and providing 
inspiration. 
Community of Hope's Family 
Learning Center provides tutor-
ing, mentoring, GED and job 
• 
readiness classes and offers work-
shops to assist families in getting 
off welfare. 
Housing is provided to homeless 
families for three to four months 
in order to give families an oppor-
tunity to find job placement and 
schooling for their children. Hope 
also offers various training class-
es on health issues, educational 
developn1ent and substance abuse. 
Volunteers are especially need-
ed in the area of child care while 
parents attend workshop classes 
for one hour in the evening. Vol-
unteers read to children, play 
games or just mentor children of 
all ages. 
Also, help is needed with admin-
istrative work, field trip a~sis-
tance, fund raising, special events, 
tutoring and mentoring. Volun-
teer hours are flexible. 
Interested volunteers should 
contact the Volunteer Coordinator 
Orna Locker at 202-232-9091 ext. 
223 or orna@aol.com. 
Please 
Recycle 
RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITION FINANCING 
• 
' 
- invests for 
it's nice to see ormance 
learn how to be a nurse, 
TIAA-CREF has delivered impressive results hke these 
by combining two disciplined investment strategies . 
In our CREF Growth Account, one of many CREF vari-
able annuities, we combine active management w1th 
enhanced indexing. With two strategies, we have 
two ways to seek out performance opportunities-
helping to make your investments work twice as hard. 
CREF GROWTH ACCOUNT3 
by being a 
I 
Here's your chance to do what other students only read '" 
.. ,. 
about, To get one-on-one training and have a shot at a 
. ·,;• 
scholarship worth thousands. It's all part of the Army 
ROTC Nursing program. Talk to an Army ROTC advisor today 
Because it's time you put your passion into p~actice. 
• 
. 
For More Information Call the Army ROTC 
Program at Howard (202) 806 6784 
( 
' .. · 
EXPENSE RATIO 
CREF GI\OWIH INDIJ!llY 
ACCOUNT AYEIAGE 
0.32%1 2.0')%1 
This approach also allows 
us to adapt our investments 
to different market 
conditions, which is 
especially important during 
volatile economic times. 
Ensuring the future 
I YEAll 
AS OF &'30/00 
5 YEARS 
&'3()/()Q 
SINCE 1NCEPT10N 
4129/94 
Combine this team approach with our low expenses 
and you'll see how TIAA-CREF stands apart from 
the competition. Call and find out how TIAA-CREF 
can work for you today and tomorrow. 
1.800.842.2776 for those who shape it."' . 
---------------~ __ w_w_w_._ti_a_a_-_cr_e_f_. _or_,,g~ 
For more complete information on our securities products, please call l.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to requesl prospectuses. Read them carelully 
before you invest. 1. TIAA·CREF expenses reflect the waiver of a portion of the Funds' investment management fees, guaranteed until Jufy 
1, 2003. 2. Sour~e: Morningstar, Inc 6130/00, tracking 939 average ~rge-cap growth annuity funds. 3. Due to current market vol,Jtility, our 
s«unlles products periormance today may be less than shown above The investment results shown for (REF Growth variable annuity reflect 
past performance and are not 1nd1cative of luture rates of return. These returns and the value of the prinopal you have invested will fluctuate 
so the shares you = may be more or less than their original prKe upon redempt,on • TIAA-CREF Individual and lnstilutional Services 1nc'. 
distributes the CREf and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities • Teachers Personal Investors Services. Inc. distributes the Personal Ann~rt,es 
vanable annU1ty component, mutual funds and 1U1t1on savings agreements. • TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co. New York NY issue 
insurance and annuities. • TIM-CREf Trust Company, FSB provides trust servi<:es. • Investment products are not FDIC insured· may lose 
value and are not bank guaranteed. C 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03 ' 
• 
' 
•• 
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fficDonald 1s· famil~ Restaurants 
I 
of Greater Wathinyton, DC 
proud I~ join 
. 
leadership Transformation 
in Welcominy the 
Uoward U•niversitq Class of 200~ 
• 
◊L◊E◊A◊o◊E◊n◊s◊EI◊rr◊P◊ 
◊r◊n◊A◊N◊s◊r◊o◊n◊u◊A◊r◊[◊o◊N◊ 
invites you to join the fight to save America's 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities 
, 
Volunteer Interest Meeting: 
· MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 2000 
6:30pm Douglass Hall Room 126 
''It is about looking at ourselves, owning up to what 
we see, and growing from there.'' 
Refreshments will be served. 
AS 
• 
• 
_______ 
... ______________________ -- - - -
A6 
Editorial 
JASON T. SMITH, Editor-in-Chief 
IRA PORTER, Managing Editor ELIZABETH CIRCO, Editorial Page Editor 
Fo1111ded Ja1111ar y 24, 1924 
CHRISTINA AGKAH, Business Manager KALllAH BARNES, Advertising Manager 
Dear Mr. Gore 
Hi there and hello Mr. Presiden-tial Candidate Gore: We here at The Hilltop would like to wel-
come you to our University, our Home, 
our Capstone, our Mecca of Black Edu-
cation. We hope you enjoy and are 
enlightened by Howard, and in turn that 
you enlighten and inspire uS'. To better 
help you understand what our concerns 
are, we've decided.to break them down 
for you: 
l .) The frightening number of black 
men who are being eliminated by the the 
American Judicial System through racial 
er kind of "shooting" is not occurring in 
college admissions, personnel depart-
ments and Congressional Budgeting 
Committees across the United States? 
3.) And speaking of Congressional Bud-
geting Committees, money is seriously 
lacking in the schools of our youth. More 
money needs to be poured into the edu-
cation of our underprivileged youth, 
who, without access to the computers, 
rabs, and even BOOKS that their more 
economically gifted colleagues enjoy, do 
not do as well on standardized tests and, 
therefore, perpetuate a myth that black 
profiling and the death 
penalty. As more and ,---------------. 
people are not as intelligent 
as white ones. Help us lift 
each other up: give more 
money to eductional insti-
tutions and, on a collegiate 
level, allocate more money 
for use as grants, allowing 
more blacks to achieve 
degrees in higher education 
without the economic 
advantage currently needed 
to acquire such a necessity 
more young, black, 
UN ARMED men are 
being gunned down, beat-
en, molested, sentenced to 
death for crimes a white 
man would have walked 
away from: only to be 
exonerated from the crime 
AFfER THEIR DEATHS 
"Ths, the system 
is killing us, 
not only physically, 
but economically, 
politically, 
and socially 
as well." 
at the hands of the system, .__ _______ _ _, 
in today's society. the black community is getting increas-
ingly incensed, impatient, and enraged. 
We want to know: what will you do to 
solve this horrific problem? The system 
is killing us. 
2.) Yes, the system is killing us, not only 
physically, but economically, politically, 
and socially as well. As we roJI into the 
twenty-first century, affirmative action 
rollbacks are becoming the "in" thing. 
How do we stop this trend? Obviously,. 
racism is not over. Until racism ends, 
there is a need for affirmative action. As 
long as people will choose a white face 
over a black one for the sole reason of the 
color of their skin, affirmative action is 
needed. If an unarmed man can be shot 
at 41 times and his murderer be acquit-
ted, why would one assume that anoth-
These are our concerns. They are not 
many, but they are powerful, each crip-
pling us as a people in its own way, obvi-
ous or insidious. As xou continue on 
your path to presidency, we humbly ask 
that you take these considerations to 
heart. We ask that you take a leadership 
role in alleviating these problems that 
could be solved if the right people were 
taken to task. And we ask that you take 
those people, namely the cops, namely 
Congress, namely whoever handles 
money for education, to task. For us. For 
you. For America. 
Oh, yeah. And one more thing: Could 
you PLEASE pardon Mumia? 
Thanks ... Prez. 
We Must 
Do More 
Numerous memorials and vigils dedicated lo Prince Jones have come and gone. The funeral has 
passed and another African American 
male rests c fore in-Miami, New York and 
in the District. And every time, the shock 
of police brutality leaves us with a crop 
of unswered questions: Why did it hap-
pen? When will it end? and Are we 
doing enough to ensure that this will 
never happen again? 
Now two weeks after Jones's death, the 
Prince George's Police department is 
attempting to answer the question of 
."why." According to authorities, officer 
Carlton Jones, no relation, feared for his 
life as Prince Jones allegedly backed his 
SUV into the unmarked police car. Carl-
ton Jones then fired 16 bullets at Prince 
hitting him five times in the back. Jones 
was the 12th man in the last 13 months 
to be shot by Prince George's County 
Police. Such a track record has drawn the 
ire of the black community, and has cap-
tured the attention of the FBI, which has 
opened an investigation into the County 
Police force. 
And so while the FBI investigates and 
we wait for charges to be brought against 
Carlton Jones, we turn to our black lead-
ers and ask them to be our voice and lead 
us past the vigils and protests. · So far 
we've had two memorials on can1pus, 
and one protest in Prince George's Coun-
ty that brought out the Rev. Al Sharpton. 
These events helped us voice our concern 
and outrage over this act of injustice. For 
that, we thank you Mr. Sharpton and Mr. 
Swygert. But we need more. Organizing 
a protest is one thing, what we need now 
is a plan of action to change the system. 
If we are truly committed to eradicat-
ing this type of behavior by the police, 
we need to do more than talk. We need 
to speak up, act out, and press for tougher 
laws to punish police officers who kill at 
will. Lead us in more than a march, so 
we that orie day we will not have to 
write another Prince Jones story. 
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Point of View by Summer Brown 
Letters 
Dean Has Her Say on Campus Pal T-Shirt Matter 
Dear Edi1or. 
Firs1. I would like 10 1hank 
you for providing a reporier to 
which we could respond 
regarding an ar1icle you ran in 
las, week ·s edition of The 
Hi I hop abou1 1he office of 1he 
Dean for S1uden1 Life and lhe 
Campu~ Pal organization. 
which comes under my 
administrative supervision. 
This lcncr is in respon~c 10 
the add1t1onal text, in that edi• 
tion. regarding the matter, vin 
• u:ner 10 1he Edi1or. by Cam-
pus Pa! Chairman. Ronnie 
Hy<1en. a Perspec1ivc. by 
Charles Coleman. a member 
of1he Campus Pals. and more 
impor1an1ly, 1he general pub-
lic who read this text and who 
may have been lcfl wonder• 
ing. whal this i, really about. 
To this query my response is. 
simple. Campus Pal leader-
,h,p and member did not 1cll 
1he 1ru1h. The following are 
the facts surrounding 1he T-
shirt ~ilUation: 
The Office of 1he Dean for 
Studen1 Life and Ac1i,•ities 
1radi1ionally purchases gear 
(not uniforms) for the Campus 
and International Pals. While. 
in previous yea~ (before my 
tenure as Acting Denn), there 
have been controversy rcgnrd-
ing the color of the shir1s or 
what Pal~ names would be 
prin1ed on the back of the 
"hirt. 1his year. thi'- wa, 001 
the case. Both Campus Pal 
and International Pal leader• 
ship were afforded foll cre-
a1ivc design for the front logo. 
as well a~ 1he individual 
name.s to be plnced on the 
back of 1he shirts. My ofr.ee 
wa!. 10 plac.c 1hclr order and 
pay for the shirts. Unfortu-
1 
natcly. the order was placed ;poke to some Campus Pals. 
late. Reiterating the previous 
The Campus Pal Advisor, requesl and the consequences. 
Mr. Daniel Goodwin. made Smee the buses for Kings 
every cfforl 10 provide the Dominion were not to leave 
shirts as soon"-' possible. We for at least an hour. 1hcy had 
received their sh iris on , enough time tochange. I-low-
August 19th, however they ever. I die.covered 1ha1 the)' 
did not have the individual had (on Sunday. September 
name, and because their logo 1rd al some meeting of Pals) 
overlapped, some letters were decided not to wear 1he shirtc.. 
missing. on the rron1. The a~ we hod reque~tcd. That 
shir1s were returned to the !Monday. prior IO our depar-
vcndor. to corrccl the mistake 1url!. I a~kcd thl.! Pal Chair 
and provide names. Pal lead- about the local>on of the 
c~hip ha,; indicated that they ,hirts. His rC\p011\.C was he 
did not want shir1s without did not know. 
their names on the back. \Ve At the lime he was instruct-
received the corrected shirts ed to have Po.I~ wear 1he shirts 
on Wednesday. August 23rd. for the King< Dominion trip. 
Pal leadership took posses- he did not present "i1h any 
sion and we assumed they objcc1ions to thi~ reque,L Mr. 
were di>tribu1ed. While we Hystcn did allude to a need 10 
did see a few of the Pals we.a.r find 1he shirts: howe\er we 
the shirts, however they were didn't place much validity ·10 
not worn by the entire orga- hi, ~tate1rient. H..: had been 
nization for any orientation g,ven the shirt~. So what's to 
event. find'! \.Vere 1hey lost in the 
On September 1~1. we Pal office or the ind1\idual 
r\!qucs1cd Pa\ leadership 10 Pals roon'l~'J' Wher..: an: the 
inform its memben:hip thill shirts'! Had they come to ha1e 
they were expected 10 wear the shins 1hey dc,igned? Wa, 
the SI .200.00 T-shirt, for it unrcnsonable for my office 
King~ Dominion trip. In addi- to r\,.,quest that they wear the 
1ion. we informed Mr. Hy ... 1en shir1s we purch~d for them'! 
1h01 any Pal who fai led 10 Thcscquc'1ion<rcmainunan-
wea.r that shirt \\'OUld not be .,wered from PaJ leadership. 
permitted to participate in the Campu~ Pal,;, ac.cording 10 
trip. lntern:uional Pals were their handbook. havl! a m,-.. 
given the -....1.mc 111struc1ions. sion 10 :'b-Si'" w11h 1he unpk· 
through their advi,or. 1',·tr. mcntnlion or the New Entrnnt 
Darryl Z,clgler Orien1a11on program. to sen< 
On September 4th. 1hc date as \'Olun1cer mentor-;. in an 
schedu led for 1he King; effort 10 ease 1hc 1ransi11on of 
Dominion trip for new new students to Howard Um-
emrants. Campus Pal~ report• ,crsuy. All or their activuie~. 
ed. however none of them which are mo~tly enter1a.in• 
wore the shirt we rcques1ed n\ent. in nature. arc funded by 
1hcm to wear. Early. in rtn my office. So can someone 
effort to allow them to correct explain bow nil this droma. 
the situation, I. personally. aboul lhe late armal of a T-
shirt. rehues 10 their mis-
!-ion'rt??? Pals. demonstrtll• 
ing about being left behind. 
wi1h clinched fi~ts is an insult 
10 the Black Power Move. 
menl. Chanting by Pals, .. so 
hard .. 10 foully judgment on 
the part or Pal leadership. 
Whal was really so hard about 
being a Campus Pal? We 
inve<ted over 540.000.00 10 
support acuvilles 1hn1 lhe)' 
wahted (the ~hirts were not 
includoo in thal amount). the> 
are provided wi1h an adviwr 
who i~ lhcr..: for them: who 
consistently goes beyond 
whn1 he i:,;. responsible to 
assi~• and accommod:.ue them 
with any situation they may 
ha,e 10 foce--oftcn!imes per• 
sonal. in nature. and which 
ha,·c nothing to do with ori-
entation or menwring. 
My office " ,erious about 
the Orien,ation Program. pro-
viding peer men10~ for ne,, 
entrant-.. and ma.kmg the tran-
sition ro Howard Universil)· 
a, ')mooth :is po$:,iblc. We 
know 1ha1 no1 all Pals share 
the posi1ion that Pal leader• 
<hip ha, put forth. This is no1 
really abo111 a T-shirt. and \\e 
are '"ry di,appo,nted m tilt 
Pal leader,h,p 1ha1 would 
have anyone believe 1ha1 is 
the case, D1!:,pitc the drama 
n.n<l mi~~rntcmcnts. \\C de,·el• 
op an oncnrntion program or 
fir"il r..1tc A,,,.: embrace the 
new ml'mb&.•h or lhe Ho\\ard 
fonuly. our new entr.mt~-IBCl· 
dcn1ally. ha, ) our Pal men• 
torcd you. lately"? We "ould 
like 10 know. 
•·Btlitula Lightfoot \\lttkms, 
Auim: Dean for Student Life 
,md Ar1in11e., 
What You Can Do THE HILLTOP 
Waiting on a shunle in front of 1he Tow-
ers for two hours on Sunday capped off a 
series or problems 1ha1 plague the Howard 
University campus. As I S31 there in the 
rain wniting, my weekend that was high-
lig)11ed by 1he inspirational Redeem the 
Dream March was quickly dampened by 
1he trifling Shuule service or Howard Uni-
\"ersity. Not to say that it is the bus dri-
vers· faull 1ha11hey don·1 know how oflen 
or frequen1ly they are supposed 10 run in 
an hour. bu1 somebody should be 10 blame. 
There are many other problems that are 
visible everyday on the campus. These 
problem< include the registration process. 
cafe1cria service, residence life issues 
(dorms). computer lab hours, book store 
lines and any thing else 1ha1 just seems 
intolerable to any Howard University stu• 
dent. 
S1uden1s could bring the issues 10 their 
S10den1 Council Prcsiden1s or to their 
UCSA Representati\'CS. But elected stu• 
den1 officers can't do i1 all. 
So what am I gelling at? I'm saying DO 
SOMETHING!! As Howard University 
students, leadership is one or your core 
values. Each Sllldent has 1he potential 10 
lead when necessary. You can get the ball 
rolling and others will follow suit. You can 
all service this University by addressing 
and acting on any pertinent issue that 
comes 10 mind while aucnding Howard. 
The more issues that students are attack• 
ing. the bcner ii is. In 1he long run, each 
student is working toward one main goal: 
"A Beller Howard University."" 
-•RuJ'sel/ M. Drake, a junior systems 
and computtr science major fie is the 
presidem of tire Colltge of E11gi11,eri11g. 
Arclritecwre and Computer Scie11ces. 
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Perspectives 
Let's Put the Fire Out 
Daniel Goodwin 
hard is ic to puc on a shirt chat 
you designed :ind that your ban-
dannas coordinate wich or how 
hard wa;, ic 10 make service top 
be provided. When these supple-
men1al shirts arrived we no1iccd 1ha1 
1101 all of 1he words were visible. as 
shown by the firs1 phocograph. TI1e 
Pals disapproved of this shirt for two 
reasons. I) Their names would not 
be listed on the back and 2) the shirts 
read camp pals ins1ead of campus 
pals. due to the addicional artwork 
that was needed on the original 
design 1ha1 I was given by Pal lead-
ership. 
also came out with the same error. but 
1hey wore those proudly despite lhe 
need for additional anwork there 
also. If 1hey had trea1ed 1he shirts 
with 1he same level of imponance as 
1hey has 1rea1ed 1he bandanas. And 
had foregone unnecessary last minute 
changes such as creating a dis1inction 
between Campus Pals and Interna-
tional Pals. which a Pal orehes1ra1ed, 
by changing the color of the names 
from white 10 red. the delay could 
have been prevcn1ed. 
chasing their shins through another 
avenue, but they were misinforn1ed. 
When the shirts we ordered arrived, 
they were given 10 1hc Pals. During 
the course of orientation week we 
noticed tha1 the Pals were not wear-
ing the shins 1ha1 we had provided 
and we requested that they do so for 
1he Kings Dominion crip for proper 
identification. When the Chairper-
son was reminded of 1his on che Fri• 
day prior 10 the trip on Monday he 
responded by saying they did not 
know where the shins were. So. this 
was nor an issue of late notice, or cen-
sorship of an organiza1ion by the 
Universicy, but this was nom1al pro-
cedure. Every year prior 10 this year 
the Pals wore shins we provided, noc 
as a uniform, and it was not given as 
an order bu1 1h;s was an unspoken 
underscanding, 1ha1 we expressed 10 
1hem openly this year and chey chose 
to disregard ii. However, 1he ln1er-
na1ional Pals consented 10 our 
requesc. 
Le1 me first 1hank 1he Hilllop for 
affording me the opponuni1y 10 clar-
ify any and all misconcepcions and 
concerns, referring co the Campus 
Pals and cheir T-shins. My purpose 
in chis anicle is not to refuce said 
statements. or to give another version 
of chis discorted tale. but co simply puc 
aside the personal vendenas shown in 
previous articles due 10 references 
and ouc right slanderous comments 
and deal wich the facts. 
priority over self? The Office of 
the Dean for Scudent Life and Part of leadership is humility. being 
able 10 adhere to advisement. which 
in thi s instance was given by the 
Dean's Office for S1udent Life and 
Ac1ivi1ies. We do not make las1 
minute decisions with the purpose of 
complicating your lives. However, 
we set forth guidelines and we pro-
vide direccion not co dictate orders, 
but 10 give official advisement, in 
return "e an1icipa1e your coopera-
1ion. Bui when our advice is disre-
garded, belittled, or disrespected we 
wi ll respond. 
Acti vicies receives the design of Che 
Campus Pal T-shirt and the names 
thac will go on che back of each shin 
every year from the pals. And chis 
year as in 1he pasc. this was 1he pro-
cedure even though we received our 
design late due 10 1he unccr1ain1y of 
the pal leadership in deciding who 
would do the design and what che 
design would be. 
We then spoke 101he printer, and the 
graphics people began immediate 
work 10 change the error tha1 they 
were presented with. the pals were 
alerted of this, but fell that the shins 
would no longer be useful since 1hey 
were not on time. Bue, chc Pals had 
previously ordered bandanas wi1h 
che same design as 1he shins. which 
I know I have given you a lot of 
background. bu1 it was necessary in 
order for you to unders1and our posi-
1ion. Our office spent over$ I 000 in 
producing those shirts, which we do 
annually. Bui this year due 10 foc1s 
that I have already explained lhe Pals 
fell thal 1hey were jus1ified in pur-
First let me ask you. not how hard 
is ic 10 be a Pal but how hard is ii to 
put on a shirt? I will ask again, how 
Late in our oricn1a1ion process. :1 
series of events occurred, our print-
er informed us tha1 our shiris would 
no1 be ready on 1ime. bu1 supple-
mental shins of equal caliber would 
Da11lel L. Goodwin ;s Assist<mt Dean of 
Stude/11 Ufe and Activities. 
Elizabeth Circo 
No More 
Beating Around 
the Bush 
A" approximation of 011 interview witlr ca1J .. didate George IV. B11sh, if he el'er visited our illustrious Howard U: 
The Hilltop: Thank you so much for giving us a few 
moments of your cime, Mr. Bush. Are you enjoying 
your Howard experience? 
G. IV. Bush: I always enjoy finding ou1 more about 
the colored. er ••• co111111011 people. I wane you 10 
know, rm all for Negro rights. I was all for you peo-
ple gelling the right 10 vole and I really think you 
should take advantage of ii and vole for me in 
November. 
The Hilltop: Um ... yeah. Well. Whal do you 1hink 
about affirn1a1ive action? 
G. IV. Bush: Well, I think y'all have come a long 
way since the good or days of slavery. Why. I just 
gave my maid and chauffeur a raise, just five years 
ago. They have paying jobs and they pay !heir own 
bills ... which reminds me: Why are so many of y'all 
on welfare? There are plenty of jobs out there if you 
just gel up, get sober and look for one. I employ sev-
eral Negroes on my campaign and they are uprigh1, 
successful people who are grateful for the oppor1u-
ni1ies they've been given and lake full advantage of 
them. 
The Hilltop: Ri-ghc. A big issue on campus righ1 
now is the issue of police brutality. What do you think 
of Che growing 1rend of cops killing unarmed black 
men? 
G. IV. Bush: Well. I have 10 say that rm a fan of 
cops. Cops keep us safe. It's unfon11na1e that some 
mistake, occur, but overall. rd rather be safe than 
sorry. 
The Hilltop: Bu1 ... 1hey weren't armed. 
G. IV. Bush: They weren't? Why not? That's their 
ow11 faul1. Heard of the Na1ional RiOe Association? 
The second amendment? The DemocRATS keep 1ry-
ing co convince us that curtailing the righ110 bear 
ann, is the righc way 10 go, but I don't think our fore• 
fathers would agree with those damn bureaucRATS. 
The Hilltop: Perhaps someone should impose gun 
control laws on the c"ps ? 
G. IV. Bush: Hell. no. If anything, I think they're 
1111der-gunned. The more guns. 1he bener. 
The Hilltop: Um. Interesting view. While we're on 
the subjec1 of the black man·s mortality rate at che 
hands of the system. whn1 do you think of the death 
penally'/ 
G. IV. Bush: r m all for ic. Prisons don·, solve any-
thing. Those sickos don ·1 deserve to be alive. I just 
chink we should do ii by firing squad. rather than 
elec1rocution or poison. A bullet is just so much more 
satisfying ... 
The Hilltop: (silence) 
G. IV. Bush: I mean. don·, you think? 
The Hilltop: (silence) 
G. iv. Bush: And it's actually more cos1-effec1ive ... 
The Hillwp: (throat-clearing) Yeah ... um. How do 
you respond 10 che fac11ha1 more Black men are on 
death row chan any 01her race? 
G. IV. Bush: I'm noc surprised. Don·, you watch 
"Cops"? 
Eli::t1bcth Cfr-co ;,,. a st1tlor philosophy major and 1hr etli-
tor of the Editorials a11d Ptrsp,cti,·e, f)ages of The Hill-
top. She can be reached at edrco@ltoward.edu. 
To Our Readers 
The opinons expressed on the 
Perspectives page do not reflect 
the views of The Hilltop, The Hill-
top Policy Board, or of the Univer-
sity. 
The deadline to submit Perspec-
tives is every Saturday for the fol-
lowing week's paper. Send com-
ments, questions and submissions 
to thehilltop@hotmail.com. 
Lifting Our Voices in Protest of Police Brutality 
Damon Waters 
Howard's 
Shining 
Prince 
In an unnecessary hail of bullets. an act of uncalled-for violence took 
one of our own from us. And the Hill-
top shall never be the same again. Or at 
least i1 should no1 be. 
Hopefully, 1his episode does not fade 
from our memory. Hopefully. Prince's 
inexcusable murder- and 1ha1 is exact-
ly what ii was-will no1 fade from our 
collective conscience. When 1he bull-
horns stop and speeches are no more, I 
pray that we will not allow yet another 
rogue officer within a horribly managed 
and badly !rained police force 10 snuff 
the life of one of our bro1hers without 
repute. Let the rally last week be mere-
ly the beginning of a struggle 10 001 only 
punish the dircc1 pcrpe1raior of 1his 
murder 1ou1-de-suite. Bue also, and 
more important ly, the first , 1ep in 
replacing the leadership of a communi-
ty 1ha1 has turned a blind eye 10 police 
brutalicy and repealed unnecessary 
force. Let Wayne Curry and the other 
lenders of Prince George's County be 
forewarned that. unless chey do some-
lhing of substance abouc the vigilante 
tactics of their police force, which has 
murdered five people wichin the last 
year, 1heir time as leaders of one of the 
richest enclaves of Black professionals 
is drawing 10 n needed close. Mose trag-
ic. chis heinous act was che by-product 
of an interracial and in1ercommuni1y 
disdain that has developed in Prince 
George's County. Maryland. between 
the Black poli1y of successful elites that 
made their exit from the District and 
surrounding areas nearly a generation or 
so ago and the more recent, less fom1-
na1e and less affluent Black communi-
1y seeking an e,cape from the crime that 
ravaged Washington during the eigh1ies, 
bener schooling, and belier employ-
ment. 
There exists no believable explanation 
10 why Prince was shot in cold blood. 
Not lhe Fra1ernal Order of Police Pres-
ident, the Chief. or anyone else can 
offer any legitimate reason 10 why 
Prince was stalked through 1hree juris-
dictions and gunned down needlessly. 
Whether he rammed, banered. or what-
ever che case may be. the officers 
unmarked vehicle. the leadership of PG 
can offer nothing 10 heal che pain and 
suffering Prince's family knows and 
1he void his 10-month-old baby will 
never be able co lill. How many more 
people muM be murdered by the PG 
County police department before some 
son of tangible action is taken? No 
more pandering appoin1men1s of uscles, 
and hollow task forces or soap-box 
addresses by elected officials. citizens. 
and the like. If we can ge1 up in arms 
about such trite 1opics as 1-shins forcer-
tain groups, air-conditioning in resi-
dence halls or block parties 1ha1 did not 
happen, then undoubtedly we should be 
able 10 get up in arms over chis tragedy. 
When someching like chis happens, a 
lot of people, myself included. speak 
loudly, buc forget 10 bring the stick. 
How 1ouching the scene a week ago as 
dozens of Howard students stood in 
solidari1y against 1he pure evil and ludi-
crous vigilantism 1hat took away Prince 
Jones. Dickens pu1 ii best in The Old 
Curiosiry Shop when he said, "When 
death scrikes down the innocent and 
young. for every fragile form from 
which he le11, the panting free. a hundred 
vinues ri~e. in shapes or mercy. chari~ 
ty. and love, 10 walk 1hc world. and bless 
i1:· Each time something like this hap-
pens. we. black people. become 
enraged. disheartened, and ready to 
rally. Notwithstanding. the immediacy 
fades, the victim's blood dries and we 
go back 10 our normal Ii ves and daily 
routines once again. Until something 
lile this happens 10 one of our own. 
11n1i I it happens 10 someone we know. 
ic remains someone elsc·s problem in 
someone else·s neighborhood. But this 
time ic was one of our own. Although I 
never knew Prince Jones all chat well . 
I can be honest enough co say I shed a 
tear of final salute 10 1ha1 kind, most 
gentle brother who possessed n ze.i for 
life. so absolutely absent in many ocher 
people I know. Unfortunately for his 
family, his fellow Bison and his com-
muni1y. this brother. this facher. this 
son. this friend. this shining Prince is 
gone too soon. let not his dea1h be in 
vain. 
Damon Lnmom \\~ttrs ;, a studtm i11 the 
Graduale School of Arts and Sc-it11ces in tht 
Departmem of Politico/ Science. 1/t cari bt 
reached at 1ltehUllop@hotmail.com. 
Go Forth and Gentrify 
Brian Cox 
Lauren Anderson 
Another Black 
Man Dead. 
And? 
Nearly two weeks ago, yet another black man was 
killed by police. Vada. yada, yada. 
Hones1ly. that', how I feel about the whole Prince 
Jone, si1uation. Almost every day we hear about 
another brother dying a1 the hands of those who are 
supposed 10 be there to serve and pro1ec1. And while 
il's sad and all. I just can·, be upsc1 abou1 i1 any-
more. 
This is not because I don '1 care, not because I 
don't love my bro1hers. h's because, as black peo-
ple. we aren't doing anything about ii. And I refuse 
10 watch Ill)' blood pressure soar, because every-
one else is coo scared 10 truly deal wi1h our oppres-
sion. 
When a black man dies. we hold a vigil. And if 
he's lucky. we will quietly pro1es1 in a small rally. 
Sorry. but I guarantee a vigil will be the las! 1hing 
on the mind of an officer the next time 1hey have 
a gun poin1ed at a black man's head. 
When that man died. we should have stormed the 
precinc1 demanding justice. I bet if we killed an 
officer every lime they killed one of us. there 
would be no more innocent bystanders. 
For decades, we have watched as police officers 
tore skin off peaceful protesters with fire ho,cs and 
gunned down brothers for :in action a, simple as 
reaching for hi, wallec. 
Do we get upset? No. We ,it qu1e1ly and wait 
patiently. so 1ha1 whi1ie won·, wreak even more 
havoc in our community. 
Wake up. black people. 
We are dying. We nre dying of drugs. we are dying 
of A IDS. and we are killing each 01her. 
Those wi1h "power" will conlinue 10 walk all over 
us unt il 1hey can'! anymore. 
After four hundred years, we should know beuer 
than 10 ask for sh•1. We will no1 gain respect unti l 
we take i1. 
So until Black people are ready 10 slop talking and 
start acting. I refuse 10 get upset about another black 
man dead. 
Ult1rt11 8. Alldtrson can be reached in Tht Hilltop 
office at 806-6866 or by e-mail at. CiryEditor _Hi//-
to11@Hotmail.com. Anderso,r is a sophomore primjou, .. 
11aUsm major and Cil)1 editor for T'rt /lillro11. 
In Washing1on. D.C.'s Shaw neighborhood. where the liquor s1ores are. 1hankfully, 
never more than a block away, and 
where residents can probably rec-
ognize lhe roving sirens of ambu-
lance. police car, or fire truck by 
auditory means alone, S()metltittg 
white is happening. Me1ro 1rains 
running later on weekends for 
suburbanite club-goers. New lux-
ury apartments springing up. 
Shiny. happy white folks ou1doors 
afler nightfall. A Fresh Fields 
gourmet supennarkcc. 
Yes. gentrification is coming 10 
Shaw. Think you re ready? 
Marching down U S1reet. 
advancing norch along Georgia 
Avenue, the lates1 waveof"urban 
renewal" is bringing an inexorable 
procession of vi111age clothing 
stores and theme restaurants, leav-
ing dramatically increased rents 
and displaced residents in i1s 
wake. For this is 1he not-so-diny-
little-secre1 of gen1rifica1ion 
efforts: 1he people who were there 
firs1- naruely. middle-10-low-
income blacks- get priced out of 
the neighborhoods which 1hey 
themselves built. 
I do not objec1 10 razing 1he 
crack house across the s1ree1 or. 
say, parceling off our own Carv-
er Hall 10 make room for local 
ou1pos1s of Ruby Tuesday·s. 
Obviously, this would represen1 a 
positive development: no one 
likes crack or Carver Hall resi-
dents all over the place. Bu1 10 do 
so is not co embrace gen1rification. 
It is to oppose controlled sub-
stances and unruly freshmen-
fine by me, 1hank you. 
By tiny, 1iny increments. we are 
witnessing the death of a com-
munity which spawned Charles 
Houstons, Jean Toomers, Duke 
Elling1ons. In its place: Starbucks. 
Ponery Barn, Urban Ou1fitters, a 
homogenized, double-espresso-
and-some-scones urban was1eland 
populaied by 1he useless son of 
human beings who prided them-
selves on wearing monochromat-
ic dress shiris and neckties, long 
before Regis Philbin made mil-
lionaires out of schmoes. 
Cross 1he Magino1 Line of 14th 
and U Street, N.W., and one is 
almost inclined 10 forget that 1his 
was once the famed "Black 
Broadway;· a place where busi-
nesses owned and opera1ed by 
blacks chrived without an infu-
sion of while investment. For a 
graphic example, skip the ride in 
a car or Universi1y-run metro 
shunle one day, and walk over 10 
7th and T Street , N. W. The 
Howard Thea1re. which featured 
black en1ertainmen1 roughly two 
decades before the Apollo in New 
York. now sics in a lot overgrown 
wi1h weeds, abandoned. its win-
dows girded wi1h plywood. 
lion cost of the new cencer is like-
ly 10 balloon 10 $1 billion or more 
when all is said and gen1rified in 
2003. A 1997 study commis-
sioned by the Washing1on Con-
vention Cen1er Authori1y projects 
that the new center will result in 
8.550 hospilality jobs by 2003. A 
"domino effect'' ofhospitali1y ser-
vice jobs is likely to result, but 
don't expec1 that workers will 
share in 1he bounty of the New, 
Old, or any 01her eco□omy : 1he 
bulk of such jobs are of che mini-
mum-wage varic1y, among the 
lowcs1 paid by the indus1ry, typi-
cally devoid of health coverage. 
and would likely require workers 
to reloca1e from Shaw, where 
rents would mos1 undoubtedly 
increase. 
al" efforts in the Southwes1 quad-
rant of this city ended up bull-
dozing entire black neighbor-
hoods inlo oblivion, making room 
for highways which carried an 
exodus of cars packed full of 
white folks 10 Northern Virginia, 
taking their tax revenue wilh 
1hem. 
Now, wi1h recent Census Bureau 
statistics merely confirming what 
we've known all along, what with 
1he endless din of air hammers and 
bulldozers and wha1no1-1hat the 
Dis1rict's while population is ris-
ing for the first lime in years-
new tensions are certain 10 result. 
Instead of pouring ou1 liba1ions of 
Olde English for fallen compatri-
ots. kids might stan tipping their 
cafc au lait. for example. 
Perhaps most emblematic of 
Shaw's lending toward higher tax 
brackets is che new Convention 
Center. Bounded by 7th and 91h 
Streets. N.W .. and 10 1he north 
and souch by N Stree1 and Mt. Ver-
non Place. ,he projecced $685 mil-
In the midst of all this "eco-
nomic developmenl," le1 us 
remember(or, being 1hat Howard 
doesn't require its students to 
graduate knowing anything abou1 
Washington's his1ory, le1 us leam) 
that in the 1950s. "urban renew-
But someching irretrievable is 
being lost in 1he rush 10 render 
D.C. "habitable'· for a certain eco-
nomic class of ci1izens. And ic's 
happening with our 1acit consent 
Brian Co:c is a senior majoring in 
PoUtica/ Science. He can be rtochtd 
at bco~@howarcl.edu. 
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MEMORANDUM . . 
TO: The Howard Community: Faculty, Students, Administrators, and Staff 
FROM: Joseph E. Harris, Chairman 
Provost Search Advisory Committee 
DATE: September 15, 2000 
SUBJECT: PROVOST SEARCH ADVISORY COMMITTEE UPDATE 
Most of you will recall that last May President H. Patrick Swygert launched the search for a Provost by appointing 
the following members to the Provost Search Advisory Committee (PSAC): 
Committee Member Title University Affiliation 
Dr. Joseph E. Harris, Chairman Distinguished Professor of History College of Arts & Sciences 
Dr. J. Clay Smith, Vice Chair Professor of Law School of Law 
Dr. Floretta Dukes McKenzie Vice Chair and Academic Excellence Board of Trustees 
. 
. (Ex-Officio) Committee Member 
Dr. Georgia M. Dunston Professor and Chair College of Medicine 
Department of Microbioloqy 
Ms. Valerie K. Eley Graduate Student, Dept. of African Studies Colleqe of Arts & Sciences 
Dr. Richard A. Enqlish Professor and Dean School of Social Work 
Dr. Hope M. Hill Associate Professor, Dept. of Psycholoqv College of Arts & Sciences 
Dr. Eleanor W. Traylor Chair, Department of Enalish Colleae of Arts & Sciences 
Dr. Demetrius D. Venable Chairman, Department of Physics Colleqe of Arts & Sciences 
Mr. Sellano Simmons Undergraduate Student & President, School of Communications 
Howard University Student Association 
Dr. Richard L. Wright Professor School of Communications 
Vice Chair Faculty Senate 
The President's charge to the committee is to identify and recommend three (3) unranked candidates for the 
position of Provost. Over the last few weeks, the committee has met to share ideas about alma mater's mission, 
goals, values, and needs; to discuss the many challenges and tasks the Provost will face; and to clarify criteria and 
the evaluation process. The committee also agreed to be bound by confidentiality and non-disclosure in order to 
respect the position of candidates and ensure the integrity of the process. 
The executive search firm of Spencer Stuart has been selected to assist in the search by identifying candidates and 
conducting research on those candidates the committee selects. The committee has met with representatives of 
Spencer Stuart and has engaged in several teleconferences that have resulted in coordination of our relationship in 
the search process. Spencer Stuart will conduct due diligence of candidates submitted by the committee, but the 
PSAC alone will make the final decision on candidates recommended to the President. 
The committee is pleased with the response to its solicitations, including the e-mail to the Howard Community, the 
advertisements in the Hilltop, Chronicle of Higher Education, Black Issues in Higher Education, and the hundreds of 
letters that have been sent to individuals and organizations across the country. We also appreciate the 
recommendations we have received from members of the faculty and alumni. Indeed, we welcome 
recommendations from any member of the Howard Community, for in the final analysis, we as a group know best 
what alma mater needs. 
The committee will attempt to identify candidates before the end of this semester. However, we recognize that it is 
in the best interest of the University to be receptive of views of all its constituents and not be unduly rushed. It also 
is in the best interest of the University that the process not be unduly drawn out. Therefore, with the cooperation of 
the constituencies of the Uniyersity, the committee expects the search to be representative and concluded in a 
timely manner. To facilitate input from our several constituencies, the committee plans to provide an opportunity for 
the Howard community to meet each of the finalists. Meanwhile, if you have any questions or comments, you may 
contact us by mail at: P.O. Box 34596, NW, Washington, DC 20043; by telephone at: (202) 238-2555; and bye-
mail at: psac@howard.edu: or by fax at: (202) 588-9832. 
' 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2000 
NROUNDUP 
A BRIEF LOOK AT THE TOP SPORTS NEWS & EVENTS AT HOWARD AND THE WORLD 
MEAC FOOTBALL SCORES 
Saturday September 9, 2000 
Hampton 26 Howard 24 
Florida A&M 56 Morgan St. 25 
Bethune-Cookman 24 Norfolk St. 6 
North Carolina A&T 16 Tenn St 14 
Elon 45 Delaware St. 6 
South Carolina St. 42 Savannah St. 26 
North Carolina A&T 40 North Carolina Cehtral 7 
SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL GAMES 
Howard @ Maine 
Bethune-Cookman vs. Johnson C. Smith 
Florida A&M vs South Carolina St, 
Hampton vs. Winston-Salem St. 
Delaware St. vs Fayetteville St. 
Morgan St. @ Towson 
Norfolk St @ Villanova 
North Carolina A& T, idle 
. 
MEAC Standings through Week 2 
Team Overall MEAC 
FAMU 2-0 2-0 
Bethune-Cookman 2-0 1-0 
NCA&T 2-0 0-0 
Hampton 1-1 1-0 
South Carolina St. 1-1 0-0 
Norfolk St. 1-1 0-1 
Morgan St. 0-1 0-1 • 
Howard 0-2 0-1 
Division I-AA College Football Rankings 
Team (Record) Votes Prev. Rank 
1. Troy St (2-0) 671 4 
• 
2. Geo Southern (1-1) 670 1 
3.Massachusetts(l-0) 614 2 
4. Hofstra (2-0) 542 10 
5. Florida A&M (2-0) 533 7 
6. Youngstown St (2-0) 531 3 
7. Furman (2-0) 505 9 
8. Appalachian St (1-1) 457 8 
9. Montana (1-1) 447 6 
10. James Madison (2-0) 407 12 
11. Delaware (2-0) 397 13 
12. Portland St (1) (1-0) 386 21 
13. No. Carolina A&T (2-0) 302 18 
14. Eastern Ky (2-0) 298 20 
15. Stephen Austin (2-0) 290 19 
16. Northern Iowa (1-1) 264 11 
17. Illinois St (1-1) 256 5 
18. Villanova (1-1) 194 17 
19. Western Ill (1-1) 146 NR 
20. Northm Arizona (1-0) 138 23 
21. Lehigh (1-0) 114 22 
22. Tennessee St (1-1) 110 16 
-23. Sam Houston St (2-0) 99 NR 
24. Elon College (1-1) 79 NR 
25. Northwestern St (1-1) 65 NR 
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standings, rosters and 
statistics . 
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Bison Fall to aampton 
In Urban League Classic 
THE EXTRA 
POINT 
By ERICA N. HOLLEY-MARTIN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
• 
The heat was on as the Howard.Bison 
entered Giants Stadium at the Mead-
owlands 
Arena to take on long time rivals, the 
Hampton University Pirates, in the 
annual Whitney M. Young Urban 
League Classic in New Jersey on Sat-
urday, September 9 in New Jersey. 
Howard was defeated for the fourth 
year in a row, as the Pirates held on for 
a 26-24 victory in front of 41,682 anx-
ious fans. It was Howard's chance to 
display who was inde~d the"real HU" 
at the annual battle between the two 
schools. 
Head coach, Steve Wilson, went into 
the game with an optimistic 
outlook. 
"We hope to win this year. I feel good 
about it. This year we are going 
BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFF 
Sports Week Editor 
BISON, we have a problem. 
Howard's MEAC opener against 
Hampton should serve as an eye-open-
er for a Bison team that needs a change. 
The question, however, is whether or not 
the team will build from the experience, 
or will the players just tuck their tails 
between their legs and scamper on to the 
next opponent unfazed. Let's break it down, shall we. 
For the third year in a row, Howard has dropped the famed Battle 
for the Real HU to the Pirates, the second year in a row that the mar-
gin of defeat has been a field goal or less, and the first year that I've 
been able to witness the Bison's shortcomings with my own eyes. 
Needless to say, I was not pleased. 
into the game 100% healthy. We have Photo By Mark Coleman 
Statistically, Howard should have won the game. Their mix of tal-
ent, experience, and coaching placed them at an unmistakable 
advantage over Hampton. However, Hampton showed the Bison 
why they play the games on the field and not on paper. Howard fell 
victim lo almost every misfortune possible in football, from 
turnovers to penalties to outright terrible tackling. 
no injuries. We just want to go into this 
game making the least amount of mistakes 
possible." 
Defensive lineman, Oby Arah, was award-
ed Defensive Player of the Game for the sec-
ond week in a row. 
Sophomore running back Tauric Rice also 
had an exceptional performance, catching 
There are plenty of words I could use to describe the display that 
the Bison put on for their fans who traveled the distance from D.C. 
to New Jersey. but one seems to sum it up rather well: lackluster. 
Fans watched in dismay as one after another Bison tackler slid off 
of Hampton Pirates like water off a duck's back. The only thing 
worse than the tackling (or lack thereof) was the Bison pass cover-
age. No gold star for the secondary this time. Hampton was able to 
march up and down the field at will, hitting Howard with short slant 
patterns before catching the cornerbacks sleeping with the long ball. 
On the offensive side, wide receiver, Kevin 
Simmonds seems to be looking 
3 passes for 107 yards and one touchdown. 
The Hampton Pirates were running on the 
power of running back Montrell Coley, who 
rushed for 94 yards and scored two touch-
downs. 
toward a bright season. The sophomore 
scored Howard's first touchdown in the 
game and received three passes for 41 yards. 
"I'm happy with my performance because 
I scored without having any 
dropped balls and also did my best at block-
ing the cornerbacks," said Simmonds. "I just 
plan to help the team score, so we can win 
the rest of our games." 
In the frrst quarter, the Bison initially led by 
three roints after senior Charles Card scored 
a 32 yard field goal. Howeve,, Hampton's 
Coley answered with the first touchdown of 
the game with less than two and a half min-
utes left in the first quarter putting the Pirates 
on top. A missed extra point made the score 
6-3, Hampton. 
I think I speak for the majority of How"fl's fans when I s~y that 
we deserve better. It's only fair for us to point these things out 
because we want' the Bison to do better. Last Saturday's loss 
wouldn't have been so bad had we at least felt as though Hampton 
beat us, not that we beat ourselves. 
Something has got to give in that defensive backfield. We can't 
continue to allow teams burn us the way Hampton did, and we can't 
keep shooting ourselves in the foot ( case in point, the botched field 
goal snap that could have won the game). The Bison need to pick 
up their intensity and quickly. If they don't, it's going to be a long 
season. Senior quarterback Bobby Townsend com-
pleted 9 of 13 passes, for a total of 214 yards 
and two touchdowns. 
In the second quarter, Howard's Donald 
Clark entered the game at quarterback as 
Please see HU, B2 Brandon M. Bickerstaff can be reached at clarkent008@hotmail.com 
Cross Country Team Prepares for the Long Haul 
By DANAE. CRAWFORD 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
After competing without official 
coaches last season, the cross country 
and track and field teams will have new 
head coaches this year. Carmellia Shiv-
ers and Michael Merritt have been cho-
sen to head the cross country and track 
& field teams. 
Shivers comes to Howard after an 
' impressive coaching career with the 
Morehouse Tigers. Merritt walks away 
from Mount Saint Mary's College with 
an equally impressive coaching record. 
"I'm very hopeful this year," said 
junior Ngata Nganga. "Coach Merritt 
is a good distance coach, and I have 
faith in him." Nganga placed 15th in 
the MEAC cross country champi-
onship, while the men placed third 
overall. 
"We definitely look to improve from 
last year's standings," Merritt said. To 
assist the team in its goal to improve 
upon last season's record, both the 
men's and the women's teams were 
assigned running schedules for the 
summer that included an abundance of 
mileage and speed work. 
Returning members of the men's 
squad will look for the team's freshmen 
to adjust to college competition quick-
ly in order to help the team place high 0 
er in this year's MEAC championship. 
Returning upperclassmen Nganga, 
Derek Rodgers (Jr.), Nicolas Fletcher 
(Sr.), Troy McArthur (So.), Michael 
Zipf (Sr.), and Rayford Anderson (Jr.) 
are also expected to contribute to the 
team's success this season. 
Seniors Adrienne Trice, Trinishia 
Williams, Crystal Henderson, Tia 
Clemmons, and Jamila Jorden have 
bitter memories of falling short of the 
winner's circle at the Women's MEAC 
championships. As last year's co-cap-
tain, Trice said that "this season is 
going to take a combination of hard 
work in the classroom ,and on the field 
to equal success. We've come so close, 
we just have to get it!" 
Jorden, last year's co-captain, advis-
es the team to "listen to Coach and 
don't get discouraged." 
Last season's men's captain Michael 
Zipf said his goals for the team this sea-
son are to "place better in the MEAC 
and to surprise a few people." 
"I want this group to be recognized 
regionally, but my long-term vision is 
to become a highly competitive pro-
gram on the national level," Merritt 
.d ' Sal . 
Bethany sums up the team'~ opti-
mism by saying, "I think this program 
will go far ,and that we are all lucky to 
be a part of this change." 
The Bison cross country team will 
begin its season with a meet tomorrow 
at the University of Delaware. 
HowardBisonLookto Tame aine Black Bears 
By BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFF 
Sports Week Editor 
The Howard University Bison (0-2), 
coming off of a disappointing 24-26 
loss to Hampton, head northward to 
take on the University of Maine Black 
Bears (1-1) in non-conference action. 
The Bison will try to post their frrst 
win over the Black Bears, who lead 
the all-time series 4-0, including a 
come from behind 27-23 victory the 
last time the two teams met in 1986. 
Maine will play host to the Bison after 
falling to Division I-AA ranked Hof-
stra, 51-30. 
The Bison will have their work cut 
out for them against a Black Bear 
offense that has put up over 37 points 
per game so far this season, including 
a 30 point outing against a potent Hof-
stra defense. The Black Bears' attack 
will be led by the rushing tandem of 
freshman running back Calvin Hunter 
(17 carries, 153 yards, 2 TDs) and 
sophomore Marquisse Silva (24 car-
ries, 92 yards, 3 TDs). Sophomore 
quarterback Jake Eaton (34 for 46,430 
yards, 4 TDs) will provide an addi-
tional threat to a Bison defensive sec-
ondary that has been prone to giving 
up the big play recently. 
Senior Bobby Townsend will once 
again start at quarterback for the 
Bison. Townsend will also spend time 
at the slot receiver position, leaving 
room for third stringer Roy Anderson 
to take some snaps as well. "We like 
to move Bobby around in that slot 
position," said Bison head coach Steve 
Wilson. "He draws a lot of attention 
from the defense because they expect 
him to get the ball early. That frees up 
some of our other guys for the big 
play." 
The Bison will be without their usual 
second quarterback Donald Clark, 
who is expected to miss two weeks 
after suffering a strained hamstring 
against Hampton. 
Sophomore running back Tauric 
Rice will provide a major receiving 
threat out of the backfield. In his only 
game this season, Rice caught three 
passes for 107 yards, including a 73 
yard reception late in the fourth quar-
ter against Hampton to set up a Bison 
touchdown. Senior Jermajne Hutchin-
son should handle most of the carries 
for Howard. Wide receiver Jevonte 
Philpot could also have a big day if the 
offensive line can protect his quarter-
back. 
In their game against Hofstra, the 
Maine defense was stung for over 700 
yards of total offense. Led primarily 
by freshmen and sophomores on 
defense, the Black Bears will have a 
rough time trying to contain Rice, 
Townsend and Hutchinson. Operating 
with a young, inexperienced defense 
should place the Black Bears at a dis-
advantage against a fast-striking Bison 
aerial attack. It was this quick-scoring 
offense that rallied the 
Bison back to within 
two points after trail-
ing by 10 throughout 
most of the game. "We 
like the fact that we can 
score quickly," said 
Wilson. "We shouldn't 
have to score quickly, 
but it feels good to 
know that we can." 
For the Bison, defen-
sive end Oby Arah is 
expected to make an 
impact against the 
Black Bears. The 6' 4", 
265 junior has recorded 
13 tackles and three 
sacks on the season 
thus far, and, accord-
ing to Wilson, is not 
playing to his full 
potential. 
"I know he can play 
better because right 
now he 's not well," 
said Wilson. "He's 
playing with a slight 
groin pull and he's 
coming back from a 
hamstring injury." 
Photo by Mark Coleman 
Bobby Townsend and the Bison still look for 
their first win. 
Linebacker Tracy 
White (25 tackles, 4 for loss, 2 sacks) 
will look to continue his reign ofter-
ror on the Black Bear running ganie. 
The key to a Bison victory on Sat-
urday will rest in the hands of a defen-
sive backfield that gave up two huge 
plays against Hampton. If the sec-
ondary can contain Eaton and hi.s high 
scoring offense the victory will belong 
to Howard. 
11111-----------------------
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,For Soccer Teams, a Tie and a Win 
Men Tie Drexler, 0-0 
By LASANA H ARRIS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard University's men's soccer 
1eam showcased a squad loaded with 
talent. Unfortunately, one of those tal-
ents is not scoring. After a 30 minute 
overtime period, the Bison played 10 a 
0-0 1ie against Drexler University in 
Howard's home opener. 
Highlighted by near misses. Howard 
somewhat dominated. However. turn-
ing that dominance into a victory, even 
a goal proved 10 be 100 much for 
Howard on this occasion. The oohs 
and aahs of Bison supporters only 
seemed 10 underline the goal-shy fias-
co. 
Both halves were extremely con1ras1-
ing. A dull. uninspired opening 45 min-
utes were followed by an exciting sec-
ond period which saw many scoring 
opportunities for both sides, but no 
goals. Nol even 1he extra 30 minutes 
could remov,e the two teaois from their 
., 
' , 
' ~ ' 
• ' ,,.,
• 
Women Best St. Francis, 2-1 
scoreless status. 
The mid-field was indeed a bright 
spot fur 1he Bison_ Crisp. precise pass-
ing and impressive runs created many 
chances against a Drexel defe)lSC that 
had its hands full for most of 1he match. 
In the backfield, Howard was able 10 
turn any opposing a11acking opportu-
nity 10 the touch-line or back up the 
park. 
Obviously a confidence drainer. the 
game had an effect on 1hc Bison o,,er 
the weekend as they dropped 1wo away 
games against Navy and on the Towson 
Tour. With their season continuing at 
home next week. they still 1ry 10 find 
that elusive victory 10 emphasize the 
point 1ha1 they are a much more tal • 
en1ed unit than last season. 11,e Bison 
will receive their chance against 
A1lao1ic Soccer Conference foe Adel-
phi today al 4 p.m. 
By LASANA HARRIS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In a day they saw their male 
coun1erpar1s struggle to assert 
dominance over their opponents, 
the Lady Bison of Howard soccer 
pulled off a 2-1 ovenime victory 
over St. Francis University. 
After entering the second half a 
goal down. the team rallied around 
1he game tying goal by Pollyanna 
Williams to force the extra period. 
Regina Pieere scored the game's 
winning goal for the victory. 
The firs! half was a mixed con• 
1es1. with Howard squandering a 
number of scoring opportunities. 
An early goal by the visitors on 
what seemed to be an easy Job ball 
for 1he goalkeeper seemed 10 take 
the spirit out of Howard. An injury 
10 starting goalkeeper Lauren 
Pruiu was the virtual watershed of 
the comeback. 
As the 1empera1ure dropped and 
winds picked up, fans donned 
sweaters to fight the chill - much 
like SI. Francis' defense held off 
Howard's a1wck . 
Though her goal , 1ood out as the 
high light of the second half. 
Williams was supported by the 
defensive brilliance of the combi-
nation of Kharissma Horne and 
Rosa Kline. Midfielder Joseline 
Fisher al~o deserves much notice; 
her runs down the touch-lines cre-
ated the width 1ha1 so badly shred-
ded S1. Francis' defense. Howev-
er, by far, the 1110S1 OUISlanding 
player was subs1i1u1e goalkeeper 
Tamika Anoia. When her team 
desperately needed a spark. Anoia 
was able 10 provide ii simply with 
fundamental technique and 
impressive skill. Her courage, as 
seen by her many dives at the feel 
of opponents. hyped the fans' and 
her teammates. 
Ooh La La Dancer of the Week 
Kathryn ''Kat" Riddick 
Age:20 
Birthday: March 13 
Sign: Pisces 
3rd Year Dancer 
Hornet.own: Portsmouth, VA 
Major: Broadcast Joumalism. 
Plans: 'lb Become a Report.er 
''I consider myself to be a strong, beautiful Black woman 
who always puts God first in my life. I've learned that life is 
what you make of it With God by my side I know I can over-
come all my obstacles and face my fears." 
Punin' It Down. 
, 
~ 
• 
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Bison Fall to 
Hampton, Again 
From HU, Bl 
Townsend wus moved to the wide 
receiver position. 
Ham~ton was the only icam 10 
score in 1he second quarter when 
Zuriel Smith received a 61 yard pas, 
for the touchdown making the score 
13-3. 
Things began 10 look up for the 
Bison as Simmonds scored 
Howard's first touchdown of 1he 
game early in the third quarter on a 
6 yard pass from Townsend. who 
retrieved the quarterback position 
after Clark was sidelined with an 
injured hamstring. Card completed 
the play with 1he extra point and pm 
Howard closer into 1he game with a 
score of 13-10. 
Later in the quarter, Hampton·, 
Michael Compton received a 33 
yard pass 10 score another touch• 
down for the Pirates and make the 
score 20- 10. 
However. the Bison did 1101 slay 
down. On Howard's next posses-
sion. Rice received a pass from 
Townsend for 27 yards 10 score 
another touchdown for the Bison. 
By the end of the third qu:irter 
Hampton led 20-17. 
Co>1 ly mistakes in the fourth quar-
ter spelled doom for the Bison when 
a bad snap forced Card lo miss :, 
field goal from Hampton's 21 yard 
line wide left. With five and a half 
minutes remaining. Hampton 
regained pO\Session and ,cored 
another touchdown on a 1wo yard 
,camper by Coley. 
The Bison sti ll weren't done_ With 
less than four minutes left in the 
game. the Bison began 10 g'vc ii 
their all as Rice pcrforrr!¢d the play 
of 1he game. Afler receiving a pass 
out of the backfield from Townsend. 
Rice wa, off 10 the races with an 
outstanding run of 7~ yards 10 
Hampton's one yard line. 1l1wnsend 
then hurdled over lhe line 10 score 
the Bison's final touchdown. 
Even though some pla)-ers had oul-
st:onding individu.11 performances, ii 
still did nol seem enough 10 gain vic-
tory for the team in this year's clas-
sic. 
"II was a good individual effort on 
my part. bu1 I would give ii all up 
for a win." Rice said. "We just 
need to 1igh1en up in a few spots and 
we have a go{)d chance to win the 
rest of our g.imc, and have a good 
outlook on playing 1he playoffs." 
Wilson admits lo some advantages 
thal Hampton used in the game. 
"Their power running game can 
slow you down and we fell the 
effects of 1ha1 toward the end of 1he 
game. We were where we wanted 10 
be in the fourth quarter. but we 
missed the kick and they (Hampton) 
were good at running down the 
clod." 
Besides having the next annual 
game agai11'1 Hampton to look for-
ward 10. the Bison are concentrating 
on the ,eason 10 come with high 
hopes. according to Wilson. 
"We have our backs against the 
wall, but the wall i, 1101100 high. We 
can gel over i1." 
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LIFE AND LEISURE AT HOW ARD U~f ERSITY 
' 
Harris Returns With Compelling Bestseller J ' 
By ANDRE ESTERS 
Hilltop Copy Editor 
These days it seems like you 
cannot go anywhere without 
seeing someorle reading an E. 
Lynn Harris novel. Be it on the 
train, bus stop, breakroom, or 
under the hair dryer-people 
everywhere are devouring Har-
ris' words and passing them on 
to friends and family members. 
They are being enticed by Har-
ris' engaging stories, and they 
are buying his books in rapid 
succession. Even my twin sis-
ter-a girl who hated to read 
when we were younger-has 
discovered the national best-sell-
ing author and is now plowing 
through his half dozen works. 
Harris' latest novel, "Not a Day 
Goes By", is yet another page-
turner that is popping up in laps 
and on bestseller lists every-
Movie Reviews 
'Love 
and Sex' 
By JULIE J, SUMMERS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grade: C-
The modern and romantic comedy, 
"Love and Sex'' stars Famke Janssen 
(Rounders) as Kate Welles. Welles is 
a youngjournalist for a glossy cosmo-
style magazine who is fed up with the 
bad advice pieces she is forced 10 
write. After being fired. she vows to 
prove her ability by writing a story 
based on the difference between love 
and sex. She must do this to save her 
job. However, when 1rying to com-
plete her assignment she realizes the 
task is not as easy as she thought. 
While 1rying to come up with a story. 
she is forced to relive her past rela-
1ionships and experiences as a single 
woman in today's dating world. 
Instead, she finds herself depressed 
after reviewing her love life. As Kate 
reminisces about her former experi-
ences with men, we watch her recol-
lections of her firM elementary school 
kiss, the loss of her virginity to her 
high school French teacher. sex on a 
firs1 date in a bathroom, and the off 
and on relationship wi1h her main 
hearuhrob Adam played by Jon 
Favreau (Swingers). After meeting at 
his art show, Kate and Adam are 
inslantly attracted to one another. The 
two make out in a home video s1ore, 
begin dating, and eventually move in 
1ogether. Everything is fine until the 
couple decides to confess aboul their 
past relationships. Kate reveals tha1 
she has had more sexual panners 1han 
Adam ( 13-3). The two remain in their 
boring, convenient relationship until 
things take a turn on 1heir one year 
anniversary when Adam brings home 
four kittens and K.ite announces her 
pregnancy. 
The plot has many twist and turns. 
Unfortunately, having a baby doesn't 
lit into Kate's and Adam ·s lives. A 
convenient and ea.,y miscarriage takes 
place. After severe complications 
within their relationship, the couple 
begin to grow apart. Adam decides 
they need 1heir space. Displaying sat-
isfoctory acting skills, Kate's idea of 
dealing wi1h the separation is sining 
.it home crying over old home videos. 
While the next day. Adam quickly 
recovers and goes to her favorite 
movie 1heatre with another girl. Of 
course they bump into each other. 
which makes Kate determined to 
make him jealous. While out shop-
ping in an adult novelty s1ore, Kate 
runs into Joey. the starring actor she 
haled in all the porno ninja movies 
Adam rented that she never wanted to 
see. After hours of sex, Joey decides 
he's in love. However, ii has nolhing 
to do with the sex. At the same time, 
Adam realizes Kate is his only true 
love and makes many auempts to win 
her back. 
Too late for him because Joey is 
rich, cu1c, and even stupid, and has all 
Kate's attention which leaves Adam 
out in the cold. 
The movie's interesting personalities 
made humor its strong poinl howev-
er. the acting and ending were true 
comedy. 
where. In this tale, we revisit the 
world of (John) Basil Hender-
son, the sexy, handsome, devil-
ish "bad boy" that readers have 
come 10 love 10 hate. Older, 
more mature and secure in his 
own skin, Basil has decided to 
leave his player days behind and 
settle with the woman who he 
thinks will make him happy. 
That woman is none other than 
Yancey Harrington Braxton, a 
beautiful Broadway vixen deter-
mined to possess everything she 
desires. Like her beau intended, 
Yancey has done her share of 
heartbreaking and heart-mend-
ing. Now that her dream of 
becoming a Braodway star is 
being realized, Yancey wants a 
male companion with whom she 
can share her success. Yancey 
thinks she has found a man who 
will love her unconditionally 
and allow her 10 be herself. 
But despite the semblance of 
security and comfort in their 
relationship, there is trouble 
lurking behind every page. Dis-
trust and secrets from thei r pasts 
permeate throughout. Neither 
has come 10 face the demons 
with which they have grappled, 
and those unresolved forces 
seem destined to threaten their 
meeting at the altar. 
In the spirit of Harris', previous 
works, Not a Day Goes By is 
full of many surprises and unex-
pected (as well as expected) 
twists that will open mouths and 
water eyes. Harris' gift for sto-
rytelling-knowing exactly 
when to reveal and when 10 con-
ceal-and his thorough under-
standing of relationships, propel 
and guide this intriguing tale. 
And the reemergence of charac-
ters from earlier works-name-
ly Ava, Yancey's conniving, 
manipulative, and estranged 
mother; and Raymond, a man 
with whom Basil has an inti mate 
history-helps add drama (and 
trauma) to the story. 
Well-crafted, highly entertain-
ing. compellingly conveyed, Not 
a Day Goes By is a must-read 
that will hold readers' attention 
from open to close. Allow your-
self a few hours 10 s it undis-
turbed and be thorO'Ughly 
amused, saddened, surprised, 
disgusted and enlightened over 
and over again. 
E. Lynn Harris' other novels 
include, invisible Life, Just as I 
Am, And This Too Shal I Pass, If 
This World Were Mine, and 
Abide with Me. To learn more 
about them, visi t any nearby 
bookstore or log on to 
www.elynnharris.com. 
Omar 1yree Tempts Fans with New Novel 
By JAMYE E. SPILLER 
Hilltop Staff writer 
Omar Tyree doesn't write novels for entertainment: he writes novels 
with a moral message in mind. With the success of his previous no,•els, 
Omar lyree looks 10 add to his success wi th the release of, ·'For the Love 
of Money." 
A 1991 Howard alumnus, Tyree, 31, first primed fans with his intro-
duction of hip hop, too smooth, "Flyy Girl'' character, Tracy Ellison. 
Now, Tracy is back on the scene doing things as only she can. "I had no 
intention of doing a Flyy Girl sequel. My new books were not selling as 
strong as I wanted because people were still hung up on Flyy Girl," 
Tyree said. With this in mind, Tyree decided to give the fans what they 
wanted: a sequel to Flyy Girl."! call this a graduation book because peo-
ple need to move on," Tyree said. The younger group that began to fol-
low Tyree from "Flyy Girl" wanted the youthful flavor that he brought 
with his first large scale novel."These younger girls kept writing me on 
my webpage talking about 'Flyy Girl'," Tyree said. So, as a business 
decision Tyree fell that he should try to reestablish his ties with this 
younger audience. He knew that the lower sales of his latest novels were 
due to the younger crowd and their hang-up on "Flyy Girl." According to 
Tyree. Eliison fans seem to favor the new book. "A large percent like the 
progress. This was a strategic move to get away from the older crowd," 
'Tyree said. The older crowd appear 10 read the same thing. While the 
younger crowd tends 10 be more open. This gives Tyree the creativity to 
write things that an older crowd may not accept. "With the younger 
crowd, they don't care what I write, as long as it"s good.'" Tyree said. 
When reading a no,el of'fyree's, one would wonder how he is able 10 
gi,•e fans such a vivid picture of life through the eyes of a woman. ''I've 
dated women. been in love with then, and around them all my life. 
You're supposed to study as a writer. No one else asks Torry McMillan 
or BeBe Moore Campbell why they write male stories." lyree said. 
According to Tyree. right now no one is interes1ed in guy stories. Simply 
put, people just don't pay attention to the male stories. Attempting to 
bridge that gap, next August, lyree will release his 8th novel, "Just Say 
No." The story features John "Loverboy" Williams. A church musician from North 
Carolina, he attends school at North Carolina A&T Williams decides to try this luck 
and sing at the Homecoming talent show. He memoriLes the crowd and declares that 
the music business is where he wants 10 be. With best friend, Darren, as the narrator 
this st~ry explores the life, sexuality, and idolization that R&B stars experience."! 
want to get young males involved with this book. It will be a buddy to buddy !type of 
book],'' 'Tyree said. After the release of "Just Say No", Tyree plans to jilt his fans with 
the release of "Leslie". an urban horror story. "Leslie" is slated for release in 2002. 
Top Ten Signs You're At Financial 
Aid, but the Person You Are Talking 
To Doesn't Have The Power to Help 
You Get Validated 
By Mnuhew L. Goins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
10) You tell them about your situation and they laugh. 
9) The attendant is the guy from BET's show, "Hits". 
8) The person that is helping you also wants to sell 
you used textbooks. 
7) Before you sit down the attendant wants to know 
your measurements. 
6) The person you are talking to has on a badge that 
says Campus Police. 
5) They ask you what password to use on the 
computer. 
4) Instead of a Validation Sticker they offer you a 
Scratch and Sniff Sticker. 
3) You thought you were in line in the ballroom,but 
you are actually in line at McDonald's. 
2) The attendant is working off of an Etch-in-Sketch. 
1) Before you can get your whole name out they 
interrupt you saying, "It doesn't matter what your 
name is." 
Author Omar 'fyree 
Tyree started his career self publishing. "Colored on White Campus." This book was 
published in 1992. I.Ji 1995. lyrec republished the book under the name. "BanleZone: 
The Struggle To Survive the American Institution:· In addition 10 these books, Tyree 
has published 4 other novels: "Capital City: The Chronicles of a DC Underworld", 
"A Do Right Man··. ··Sweet St. Louis'", and ·'Single Mom." Throughout the signing. 
random fans entertained him with questions about how to jump start their career as a 
published author. 
Tyree leaves aspiring writers with this idea, "Do what you do and do it well." 
INTERNET 
Cafe 
HAIR DESIGNS 
809 Floridt1 Ave. N'\V 
202*387*3070 
OWNER IS A 
HOWARD <,RAU 
HU FALL SPEC'IALS 
WLAVl,S S99 
PRHSS & CURLS $35 & up 
R.ELAXl:.RS $50 - u5 
ROLLER SETS $25 <'?t:. up 
WRAPS $35 
TWIST $50 & up 
DREADS & dread starts $40 & up 
MENS BR.All )S $25 & up 
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engage , 
a voice for a l l genres of arts, expression a nd thought 
Remembering Malik: A Mother Celebrates a Life Lossed 
By GINGnt SKIN~ER 
Engage Editor 
Malik is missed. Malik is 
mourned. Malik is remembered in 
Sylvia Snowden·, exhibit Malik. 
Farewel l •Til We Meet Again at 1hc 
Corcoran Gallery of Art through 
October 23. 
John Malik Butler. the 18-year old 
son of Howard alumna and artist 
Sylvia Snowden. was shot and killed 
on July 2. 1993, just four blocks 
from their Nurthwes1. DC home. 
Malik. F,lrewcll Till We Meet Again 
is an 87-piece exhibi1ion of emo• 
tional and powerful artwork from 
1994-1998 cclcbrniing Malik's life 
while marking slagc, of his life from 
infanl to young ndull. ·'This ensem: 
ble is poignan1 and celebratory ralhcr 
than morbid." says Jacquelyn Serw• 
er. Chief Curator of the Corcoran. 
"Snowden wants the viewer 10 rec-
ognize the value of young live, such 
as Malik's. rather than simply dwell 
on their loss." 
. Now. let's meet Malik. Le1·, gel 
personal and understand the bond 
between a mother and a child . .u,d the 
death 1ha1 1cmporarily severs ii. 
Snowden·s arl for her son is. in a 
word. thick. The painl is 1hick like 
syrup. like mr. The pain is thick :md 
dark. and masked wilh yellows, 
blues, reds and black. explonng 
pinks and ornngcs. II is even 1hick-
er still and very physical. So thick. 
creamy and pa.sty that you wam to 
1ouch ii. hold ii, mold it in your hands 
and 1ake a part of ii home with you. 
So 1hick, you could almost s1ep 
inside of Snowden's collages and 
peep inside the layers and layers and 
layers of oils and pain1s to feel her 
grief for Malik. 
Farewell Till We Meet Again dis-
plays memorabilia from Malik's 
infancy like his baby shoe,. high 
chair and crib. 10 his late childhood. 
,uch a, Algebra books. roller ska1es 
and a bicycle. all be:iring a colprful 
Jinish. Each wy :ippears IO be left 
there by Malik. a., if he jusi wcnl oul-
side one afternoon 10 play and never 
came back. &,ch toy had a child's 
1ouch. 
Ano1her room of Snowde11s exhib-
it features Malik':- adolescent years 
and includes his , neaker colleclion of• 
New Balance. Nikcs and Reebok~ all 
covered in clay-like pain1. Malik 
wore a size 10. judging from a pair 
of green colored Nike, 1ha1 was once 
purple. dark green and white. 
Malik', baske1ball. foolball. soccer 
balls and 1hree pairs of crutches. now 
covered in a mo1her's paint, say 1ha1 
he was an athlete. 
Al I 8, Malik's pic1ures no longer 
bear child-like smiles. bu1 instead 
mimic 1hc ~eriou~ glart.:s of so m,my 
young men. 1ha1 l'm•a-man-now 
look. And Malik is a man, He is 1all 
and dearly handsome with deep. 
dark eyes. white teelh. brown skin 
and thick. thick brow, piciurcd next 
10 a mother's paint and a mother's 
pain. 
The Jina! room of Farewell 'Ti/ 11;. 
Meet Ag<1i11 is not a place of happy 
childhood memories or teenage 
uncertainties. This room is dimly lit 
and reproduces Malik's lasl place 
and las1 day on earlh. Surrounding 
a white oulline of his nearly 6 fool 2 
inch Jigure are streams of yellow 
police tape. Guns. 1arge1s. bullets 
and anger permea1e this room and 
words like "glock." "Smith & Wes-
son:· "Sig Saver" and 01her words of 
violence are wrinen in red across a 
mirror. TI1is room harbors tears and 
reeks of senseless de.11h. On the 
wall, next 10 the police iape. there is 
a poem by Nikki Giovanni called 
poem for Rodney and it reads: peo-
ple always ask whm am I going 10 be 
when I srow 11p and I always j11st 
think Iii like u, grow 11p. 
Good-bye Malik. Rest in peace 
beauliful child. Live through your 
molher's pain and her painl. 
Drew Hall Bursts at the Seams with Cipher 
By Joi RIDLEY 
Hilltop Staff wriler 
One Seplember 71h. 1wo residcn1, of Drew Hall 
set out 10 bring some cullure 10 the Howard Uni-
versity campus. in poe1ic fiirm. They decided on a 
poc1ry cipher thal allowed ordinary s1uden1s 10 
come om and sh:,re their various mlcn1s. The galh-
ering grew quickly. e\"entually adding on a smnd• 
ing room and even leaving ,ome of the audience 
ouiside. Before the even1. many had somewhal neg-
ative no1ions concerning 1he cipher. but ovemll ii 
was a definite success. 
The hall reached i1s full capacity abom a half 
hour after opening ils doors. The actual room 
where the cipher was held only allowed aboul 125 
people. There was siill a large group of people who 
couldn't make it into the confine, of the hall. This 
crowd also cons1;1ed Qf poc1, who didn'I h:1ve a 
chance 10 make ii 101he Drew mic. ln>1ead of giv-
ing up and leaving. they convcmently ,1arted a 
cipher of their own. Ou1,ide. ano1her 75 poel, gath• 
ered and perlormed 1hcir prepared piece,. One 
pocl. PuDa. said ·'You k.now it\, a ~uccev\ '"·hen 
anyone who\ anyone say" ii wa, hot" 
The event's organizers were Drew rc,idcnh Jah:1 
Howard. a residenl assislanl. and Hakim Hu,an. a 
freshman. Hasan say, he approached Howard 
about coordinaling an event where siudenh could 
"slay in and share their ani,1ic abilit) i11'tead of 
going ou1.'' The open mic cipher included 27 poels 
and required no auditions or cover charge to par-
1icipa1e. Howard says 1ha1 he ju,1 wanled 10 crcaie 
an evenl 1ha1 was "culiural. yet emenaining:· 
17,c cipher was such a victory that the duo are 
already planning for the next evenl. They hope 10 
improve their plans by having it in a larger facili• 
ty. po;sibly wilh a live band. Howard and Hasan 
bolh said they were incredibly ;urprised with 1he 
rcsull, oftheirefforls given their la.,1 minute adver-
tising and 1igh1 accommod:uions. There were also 
a large number of people who chose no1 10 anend 
becau,c of the venue. lhe infamous Drew Hall. 
"People feared coming 0111 to Drew:· said Howard. 
"lhey mis,ed 0111." 
Courtt,.)' or1he Corcoran Gnl!er) of Art 
M.ilik Butler. --et·n al,o\c al ~c 9. i, &c:nu~d in the c'(hihi1 ... ~faliL. ,~arc\\.; II ·Tai We Meet 
A~Ji11:· Buller v.-a, ,hoc and \.ill1..'t,la11hc ~pc 18 in N()r1h We-.t D.C. near hi-. home .. 
ARTS BRIEFS 
The Shakespeare Theatre hosts "Timon of Alhens.'' the live-act tragedy 
lhat focuses on a tor1ured man who loses all his money, his friends desert 
him and he retreats into a cave. The play runs through October 22 at the 
Shakespeare Theatre, 450 Seven1h St .. NW. TickeLS arc $14.25-$62.00. 
For information, call 202-547-1 l 22. 
Brazilian ,·ocalis: Daniela Mercury embraces the AfrQ-Bro.zilian cul • 
ture in concen at D.A.R. Cons1i1u1ion Hall, 1776 D St. NW. Friday, Sep-
tember 15 at 8pm. Presemed by the Wa,hington Performing Arts Society, 
Mercury mixes samba-reggae and choreography to deliver a high-energy 
performance. Mercury's latest •ecording. "Feijao Com Arroz (Beans and 
Rice),'' earned Double Platinum status and has been relea.\ed in the Uni•• 
cd States. France, Portugal, Holland. Switzerland. Israel. Argenlina, Chile. 
Venezuela and Japan. Tickets are $15 - $45, For informalion. call 202-
785-WPAS. 
--Compiled by Gi11gu Skinner 
Poetry Corner dark a< lhe ... 
n,ght. no ilght 
EBONY 
• 
UNTIL 
tJu,1 1h;u God created from 
c,e 
my bcau1iful. chocolnre he.irtbc.11 
a 1rue lad) 
Understand. however. 1ha1 I adore you. 
imlcpendent. dependent on the ~lo<t High 
ebony 
from cgJpt. the ri,cl'\ in )Our body flow 
) ou awalcn that m,lt.11.: ot me Always have 
From a foreign place you en1er me within )Our colored complexion 
, find 1he Jo,c that God ga,e 
and in1en,ify the juices that nourish my s1reng1h in"idc, deep m,ide 
, find 1he 
S1ill. 
De,pi1c 1he lll}Slery. despi1e the tim~ 
And 1he pain 
'"hat other bro1hu, d1dn·1 find 
m }our m1od. body. and ,oul 
-.om ·1hing compli:lc 
ri,cf' branchint 1nto 
,1ream, of con,ciou,ncs, 
Despite 1he insecurities 
And the walls 
Thai immure us 
rour difforcn1 being\ 
w 1ip1r11ua1. your lmc 
untouchnblc 
from God 
I would mke on all 1hose devices with my bare 
hands 
all from th1' cbon) 
111 the darknc,, 10 find the light 
into your C)C'- forc\.cr 
In exchange for 11,e promise 10 make you smi le life going on into 
the inh:rnc11on between you and nl'I! 
)OU ,ay ) 'OU don't undcr-,tand Even if you wouldn't let me see ii 
,do 
--Mia Somersall Thnt in 1h1, '-"◊lni.LO , godde'" 
there i~ n lowr. fncnd 
ElJ.M REVIEW 
from the rich ~oil. 1hi, found:111011 
1~ ju,1 
ebony 
1hc e\,cnce 
•-R~·a11 Sttmmers 
''RAN'': Japanese Filmaking at its Best 
By CAIU,TON JORDAN 
Hi lltop Slaff writer 
Akira Kurosawa has been credited 
as being une of Japan's greatesl Jilm-
makers, and has been compared 10 
Lucas and Spielburg by topcri1ics in 
America. The re-release of his most 
crilically acclaimed film " RAN". 
afler ils 15 years ou1 of 1he 1hea1ers, 
is as huge a happening as "Star Wars" 
showing in theaters again. 
I admil before viewing this film. lhe 
only Japanese films I' ve ever seen 
were Kung-Fu Oicks and Japanese 
anima1ion movies. so I didn't know 
what 10 expect from this movie. 
except sub1i1les! But if you are like 
me. an escape from the norm is 
always good. especially an escape 
from American-made films. I entered 
1he Kennedy Center to a surprising-
ly full house and had 10 literally push 
and shove for a seat. The movie 
began and I watched. 
The movie had everything a movie-
goer could wanl. It had a complicat-
ed yet unders1andable plot . a love 
story. a person seeking revenge, 
deceil and powerful banle scenes . 
The s1ory is centered around a father. 
Lord Hidetorn. and his three sons 
Thro, Jiro and Saburo. The f:uher 
decides 10 spl it some of his large 
kingdom among;i his sons. and gives 
rule to his eldest son, Taro. much to 
Saburo·s dismay. Saburo believes 1hc 
kingdom wi ll fall aparl. and ques-
lions lhe loyally of his 01her 1wo 
brothers. Enraged by such accusa-
tions, Lord Hidetora banishes 
Saburo, leaving only 'faro ,md Jiro his 
kingdom. 
The plot thickens. I guess in Amer-
ica as well as Japan, 1he old biblical 
saying. about 1he "fury of a woman 
scorned". is true. which brings us 10 
Lady Kaede. She is the wife of Toro. 
and 1he remains of a family destroyed 
years earlier by Lord Hidetora. Lady 
Kaede secretly plo1s 10 destroy Lord 
Hidelora's kingdom 10 avenge her 
family's name .. This vivid and spell-
binding performance of revenge by 
actress Mieko Harada is 1he highlight 
of the movie. 
With all these elemenls lhrown in10 
one story line. 1he movie spins and 
turns exci1ingly and you s1and on the 
edge of your seat wailing 10 sec whm 
direction ii will go in next. Wi ll T.;ro 
and Jiro iake over their fa1her's king-
dom'/ Will Saburo. the exiled son. 
rc1urn seeking revenge? Will Lady 
Kaede's plo110 des1roy 1he kingdom 
be revealed? Wi ll she succeed? 
Direclor Kurosawa borrows themes 
from Shakespeare's famous 1ragedy 
"King Lear" and in1crtwines 1hem 
wi1h 1he history of Japan's 161h cen-
tury Civil Wars. and 1he legend of 
Mori • a feudal warlord with three 
good sons. 
Be,ides having a greai s1ory line. 
the movie was abo visually , timu-
1:uing. II offered ' me a look in lo 
Japan's na1ural landscapes. Much of 
1he movie was filmed on Japan's 
,outhern island. a wild region lilied 
wi1h peaks. valleys. woods and fields. 
The banle scenes were of epic pro-
portions using some 15.000 horses. 
and 120.000 ex1ras! All lhis explains 
why it look ten years for Kurosawa 10 
complele the film. "RAN" is a ci n-
cma1ic masterpiece. and if you're 
feeling like laking an excitingjourney 
in 10 foreign films. "RAN" will be 
showing a1 the Kennedy Center's 
American Film lns1 i1u1e Theater 
1hrough September 24. 
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in concen singing her hit songs 
"Ifs love" & .. Genin' in the wav" 
OPENING WITH SPECIAL GUEST 
1ESHA& 
THE HIP HIIOOERS 1 
=== 
-
HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION, 
. 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVIITES AND 
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM , 
PRESENT 
"AT THE MOVIES'' 
STARTING TIME: 7:30 P.M. 
FREE SNACKS 
TICKETS: $2.00 
CRAMTON BOX OFFI CE 
SEPTEMBER 13 r1t MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 2 
STARRING: TOM CRUISE, VING Rf/AMES 
SEPTEMBER 27111 GLADIATOR 
STARRING: RUSSELL CROWE, DIJMON HOUNSOU 
OCTOBER 4TH SHANGHAI NOON 
STARRING: JACKIE t;:HAN, OWEN WILSON 
OCTOBER llT11 SHAFT 
STARRING: SAMUELL. JACKSON, VANESSA WILLIAMS 
AND BUSTA RHYMES 
· NOVEMBER 1ST SCARY MOVIE 
STARRING: MARLON WAYAN, SHAWN WAYANSAND 
REGINA HALL 
NOVEMBER 8T11 NUTTY PROFESSOR fl: THE K.LUMPS 
STARRING: EDDIE MURPHY, JANET JACKSON 
NOVEMBER 15TH THE HOLLOW~ 
STARRING: KEVIN BACON, ELISABETH SHUE 
DECEMBER 4TH THE ART OF WAR 
STARRING: WE~LEY SNIPES 
DECEMBER 5TH BAIT 
STARRING: JAMIE FOXX 
I · 
' 
C3SSCOrvrv v\l~AT ONS. INC. 
T 
r 
Howard University 
September 15, 6 :30 
Crampton Auditorium 
Sp0nsoffd y Ar111/td s,,.nc, ~I nr lounc,t 
on,-,•' S!uddnl Aet,vtt,es a/Id CramPlon Al!d,tor,um 
' . 
ARRIVE' EARt Y A • t 
P , , oo r;or, 
. ,,.., . ., 
• 
1 ,. 
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Charles Coleman, Jr. 
& 
Michael Wihston 
pn,scnt. .. 
Meet Your Student Tolstec Night!!! 
Needed: Srudent to head small busi,iess 
marketing inhiatives. 
Required: Min. of 4 hts a week 10 wod< 
Marl<eting major preferred but not 
mandatory. Honesty. dedication. 
creru.ivity, a must! Can work from home. 
Compensation Negotiable. 
for Sale: Xerox Workcenter 450cp 4 in I 
printer. copier, scanner, fax machine for 
sale. l,ess than a year old $ 150.00. 
Coll 202-321-9209. 
Pre-paid Phone card: SI 0.00 will come 10 
you. CaU Janet at (301) 308-0321. 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter. 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. Inc. 
Prt,sent 
Walk-A-Thon 
, .22 Mile WalkforCharity 
Anc YOU up for t/1'! Challnrg,? 
To Tori: 
Thanks! I (WUlk) 
-OarkKcnt 
To the Spotts\\',,ek Familia: 
Continue 10 Bring the Real. 
-ThcOon 
Thursday, September 21st 
7:30pm 
Blackbum forum 
CaU (202) 321-9209. 
All HILLTOPICS are 
due, paid in full, 
the Monday before 
publication. Announce-
men ts by campus------------ TutorsNcededinMath,English,ru,d 
Cap City NcgJO i.,eague Collection. 
World's Freshest Baseball Caps. 
(202) 722-0701 or outside (202). 
1-800-223-3250. 
Informational Session 
Monday. September 17, 2000 
Annout J. Blackbllm ~ter forum 
7:00PM 
Tu ALL My brothers in Phi Sigma Pi, 
Let's Keep it Cracking 
Calling All \bluntccrs. Scicn"-"> ror grades 1-12. Organizations for meet- Thero will bea Tenn. StnteClubMccting Candidates should beat leastajuniorin 
• • touight @ 8pm off campus. We will meet their undergraduate srudies. Gmduate illgS, Seminars Or non- • ---in_fro_n_1o_f_t1_ie_11_0"_"""_· __ _. srudcnts preferred. Schedule is flexible Students, Farulty,SUlff 
. 001 includes Saturdays and Sundays. Top prices paid for used and unwanled profit ·are charged as Med your Trust.cc Night Candidates must be motivated with a textbooks. \Vtl) resale value. ' 
Thw-sday, Sept. 21st desire 10 enrich the education of these Taj Book Service individuals advertising 7:30pm students. WUlpaySI0.50perhour. (202)722-0701 oroutside(202). 
for the purpose of 1-___ B1ac_ kbum __ Fonun ___ --lt--r-o_rde_iai_ls,_ca1_1_202_-_29_1_-W_1_2._-l-___ 1_.soo._223_-T_'AJ_O_. --'--I 
• , Party All Day Georgia A\'cnuc Back 00'.tCOM company needs campUs reps. Mv< Tapes and CDs 
announcmg a SefVlCe, 10School Festival f-ormoreinformationcmailus@ Now for Sale! 
buy 1. ng or sell1' ng are Saturday. September 30th phjlhaircaol,oom. New music from DJ Clue, K-Slay. and Noon- 6 pm on Georgia Ave bin others feat. new trnck.s from h d $5 ~O th first Euclid & Columbia Ave. Asian American LEAD seek., 5 teachers Prodigy. Shyne, Scarface, and morel 
C arge l ' r e FREESCHOOLSUPPLIES.enter- 101eachVietnCmesesrudentsEnglish Cal1(202)227-1501 formoreinfo. 
20 words and $1 for tainmcnt, food, games. and giveaways. 151uslweek. Call Anh-Dao Tom PERSONALS 
For more info, call Sinclair @ (202) 884-0322 or email 
every additional five 202-332-6873 or Anika@ atran@aalead.org. 
202-352-1484. This is a party for the 1-------------1 I, 2, 3, 4, 5 .... 
words. Local compa- whole family by NUENS and thcNVBA. WANIBDOIJl'GOING, ENERGETIC Pm1y hardy \\iththeQuc Psi Phi. ... 
INDIVlDUAi.,S FOR FUN PRODUCT 
nies are charged $10 for __ _ E_MP_ L_O_YME __ N_T _ _. SAMPLING CUJB/STOREPROMO- Whetearc they 1 
TIONS. PARJ'-TIME AND GOOD PAY. 1-------------
the first 20 words and ''Hnts in the Belfry. Georgc10wnand Old SHERAY PROMOTIONS 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, .. 
$2 ~ fi d TownAlcxandria.need.ssmart,responsible 202-216-2191. Back itup l et'sdo itapin. ... 1orevery ve wor S salesassociatesforfunlchallcugingwork. l----------t-----'------=-----tl 
th fte P al d 
Ad\"'°""n"'°t to assistant manager possible. i.,ooking for students in fonning an Happy Birthday Michelle!!! 
erea f. efSOn a S Please call Y,'01\Jie at 2()2.342-2006 or in\'estment club. Low monthly Love 61 Cl,.l.T.E. 
are $2 for the first 1o ___ P_a111_·c_ia_a1_70_3-_54_9-_2546_ ..._ _. eontributionsrequired. Requirement: Serious about learning 10, 9, 8. 7, 6 .... 
WOI·ds and $1 ~or every SPRING BREAK 2001 about the stock lllllrkct. managing All the Que's swing big ol' sticks .... l' Jamaica, Cancun. Ftonda. Brut>ados, personal finance and wealth building. 
additional five words Bahamas. NowHiringCampusReps. 
- ----------·- Earn 2 Free llips. Free Meals ... Book by Wru,ted! Spring Breakers! Cancun, ANNOUNCEMENT Nov. 2nd. Call for FREE info pac~ or Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida. Call Sun 
visit us onlinc sunsplashtours.com. Coasi Vacations for a free brochure and 
What's to come? 
5.4. 3. 2, 1. ...... 
The Omega i'lu1)' just begun 
Delta Sigma Pi 
locaRhoOlapu:r 
Calerldar of Upcoming Events 
Sepcember 19 \Vrno & Oieese Social 
September 20 Professional Activity 
September 21 Meet the Olapu:r 
Events in the Student Lounge at 7 pm 
September 22 Community Service 
September 26-27 Interviews 
"Keeping Busine.<S in the Black'' 
in the New Year! 
I Love You AIL Philia! ! 
-8-AT-FA99 
•'Eazy Writer" 
Thanks to all writers and section 
editors for your work this week. 
We did alrighL but I won't be able 
to stop J.T.S from cutting that pay if 
you'relateagain. YourM.E. 
-Porter 
Wrappin ' Head s by Fatim a 
2632 Georgia Avenue, N.W. 
Washington , D . C. 20001 
202-667- 3 037 or 202·9 ~ 6 -37 67 
LOCATE D AC R OSS FROM HOWARD U NIV. 
lRi'. «l) l1 l1 lE ll W lit& lF ~ lF lE <C Il A l1 
$l~.®® 
lllEl1A%lEffi §JFIE<CilAl1 
$-O(ID.(ID(ID 
IN C L UDES S H A MPOO, COND IT I ON ER , 
WRAP OR ROL L E R WRAP 
, 
trustrocolcman@hocmail.com ___ __ ..:1..:-800::..:...4.::26-=77.;,;1::;:0 ___ --I ask how you can organize a sm:tll group 
a-------------11 & Eat, Drink, Tmvel F'n.'e, & Earn 
Please Joih Ubiquily as we discuss the WANTED ... Energetic students to work Cash! Coll 1-888-777-4642 or e-mail 
REAL DEAL about Black Male/Female with kids. Needed 10 lead fun science snles@sunroos1,,arations.ro01. 
RelaUonlhips. Sept. 20th. 7 pm-9 pm in acti\ities for kids in elementruy schools 
A Quote IO know from a SGRHO: 
.. \Vrthoul a stJUggle th= is no progress." 
-md<rick Douglas 
SpuuSOted by 
LOCK MAINTENANCE 
COMB TWIST 
SENEGALESE TWIST 
IND I VIDUALS/C ORNROWS 
$50.00 & UP 
S45.00 & UP 
$60.00 & UP 
Blackburn Rm. 148/150. and at B-day patties. Experience wondng Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority. Inc. Air, Free Food, Drinks. and Parties! .,_ ___________ _.. W I NATURAL HAIR 
INDIVIDUALS / CORNROWS 
W/ SYNTHETIC HAIR 
$35.00 & UP 
1--------------1 with kids a plus. MUST HAVE A CAR. 
Flexible positions available. Science Steppin' into the new semester 
Kick•Off Party ... 
Cnncun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Maza~an, & Purpk Thollp??? PRICES VARIES 
lt's on! Blackbum Center Reading 
Lounge Tonight @ 8 pm. 
background not required. Paid training. 
$25+ per program. 
Mad Scienre 301-924-6767. 
Florida. n-.ivel Free and Earn Cash! 
Do it On the Web! 
Go to StudentCity.com 
FREE AOMJSSION. FREE 
REFRESHMENTS. DOOR PRIZES. 
Sponsored by 
RcJoyce In Jesus Fellowship. 
orcall 800-293-1443 for info. 
Math Tutor Nooded for9 year old girl. l----8- E-R_VI _ _ C_ES_.;.,..; _ _ -I r m looking for a math rutor for a 9 year 
old Afiican-Anierican girl. Candidates ._ _ __________ __. 
For more information. 
call 202-882-WORD. 
Do you know who your 
student trustees are? Corne find out aL .. 
MEET YOUR 
STUDENT TRUSTEE NIGHT!!! 
must b~ve experience. Elementa,y 
education majOl'S preferred. 
Must be able 10 tutor fi\'e days a wcclt 
(one boureach rutoring session) 
for 6\'e consecutive weeks. 
Will pay $10.00 per session. 
Will pay bonus for exceptional results. 
Call Mr. Dwnisani for details. 
(202) 832-9712 and leave a message. 
Thanks. 
Yaa·s Mankosa's African Hair 
Braiding Senicc 
Com·enienl House & Dom, Visits 
~t Prices in To\\n 
CaU ror appointment 
(202) 258-8268 or (202) 233-30f7 
Student Prices: 
Human Hair Micro- $ 120 
lndhidual Braids Shoulder L<ngtb-$120 
Bob-$100 
Thursday. September 21st 7:30 pm 
Blackbum Forum ------------- Dread i.,ocks-$30 
Callin' everybody from "Da Bottom!" 
There will be a Florida Club meeting on 
September I 9, 2000, 7 pm 
in Douglas Hall. Rm. 116-117. 
Interested in writing for The Hilhop?7 
Assignments give1\ out on Tuesday of 
every week at 7pm in the Hilltop office 
located in the West Plaza Towers. 
Volunteer Tutors Needed 
\Ve need volunteer tut()f!) in basic math 
and English 10 tutdr elementary school 
srudcnts. Where: Anocostia library 
(18th and Good Hope Road. S.E.) 
When: Every SanU'day from 
I0:30am-12:30pm. 
Stop by any Sarurday to sign up. 
(202) 832-9712 for details. 
Sponsored by The African-American 
Cultural Education Fowxlation. 
Pixie- $120 
Pinnut, $70 
Senegalese Tuist-$130 
Yarn-$130 
Casamas (Pbat 8ralds $100) 
And More. .. 
Styli.st Professionnlly Trained in w .. 1 
Africa (Ghana) 
·• 1 do your hair right the first time." 
Prices do not include hair. 
Hes.t.iurants. Cinema5, And mayl>~ •. ju:,t rnnyhc-, the person of your <.Jrra,n'i. Find il all right 
outside your spadous new apartn1ent hon,c..- at Tht" 81airs. in Silver Spring·s new Downtown. 
Or. hop on Metro and b< in the heart of DC in five minutes. 
·1 he Blnirs - with its hul)t r 
where Fun liv~~. 
evemingwhere 
Blair House 
(301) 585-8525 
Blair Towers 
(301) 585-4664 
Bhiir Plaza 
(..l01) 587-2000 
Blair East 
(301) 589-4500 ' ' 
l,arge. Luxury Apartment Homes -
All Utilities lnduMd. Next to Metro 
and surrounded by excitement in the 
new Downtown Silver Spring. 
n 
Where you arc in life. the Blairs 
I would like to thank all the beautiful 
people who made the trip to NYC and 
ptlllied at the American M Cafe. 
Thank You: .. You made this the Best 
Paity of the Year!" 
WE USE AND SELL NATURAL PRODUCTS 
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK/ MONDAYS BY APPT. 
-Selmo 
P.S. Look out for the HU Homecoming 
Celcbn,lion! 
1st Que Pm1y of the Year. 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
10 % OF F F OR FIR ST TIM E BRAID 
AN D N AT U R A L HAIR CLI EN T S 
Sept. 22 Blaclcbum 
-.~.II COLU'Cfi or :\Ra~ ,,t.> Scu:.,c:1~ STUDI 'T COU'.'iiC'll 
PH.OUDL, PklSI~ r, 
,,,ALLTIIAT 
2000 Mr. And Miss College of Arts and Sc1onces Pageant 
Wednesday, September 20,l.999 
Armour J_ Blackburn Ballroom 
6 p.m. 
Free 
ESTAURANT 
N ewes t Bet h 'e s d a Lo cat i on 
For almost 50 years Legal Sea Foods' award winning restau-
I f rants have been serving up the absolut. ely finest seafood Ir / b available·· which has always been prepared a,:id / If/.· 1//~1} served by the best employees. That's one 
1/J 111nns Of ;~:~;:~~~:~;~pen-1 TI n 1ngs include: 
. GREflT fOOO flDO SEflVICE 
• Wait Staff • Host Staff • Bartenders 
• Bus Staff • Cooks • Bar Backs 
• Dishwashers • Bussers 
As part of the Legal Sea Foods team. you'll enjoy great earn11:1g opportunities, 
excellent growth potential, flexible hours. and medical/dental/40 I K plan. 
Apply in person, Mon-Sat, 9am-6pm, 
Source Office Suites, 7272 Wisconsin Ave .. 
Ste. 334, Bethesda, MO or call (8001732-0392, Ext. 2771. 
WWW, LEGALSEAFOOOS.COM 
EOf 
"One of the Top 10 Tried & True Restaurant, In America• 
•Bon Appetlt Magazine 
